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Where sin lira? 
Local fire fighters and student volunteers work 
hard to keep Harrisonburg safe. 
■ ftp 11 
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Students from multiple universities break danced 
Saturday in Circus 5, a competition to raise money for the 
Harrisonburg Boys and Girls Club. 
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Senior Katie jaworski's pinch-hit home run in the eighth 
inning gives the Softball team a win over the Mountain 
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Senate 
passes 
Bill of 
Rights 
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND 
SGA reporter 
The Student Government 
Association debated and 
passed the Student Bill of 
Rights during its meeting 
Tuesday, along with giving 
money to 
the Alpha 
Chi Sigma 
fraternity 
and JMU 
Council 
for Exceptional Children. 
The Senate debated over 
whether the SGA was able to 
promise protection against dis- 
crimination toward student's 
sexual orientation, which is 
stated in Article II of the 
Student Bill of Rights 
"I was concerned there 
might be problems with already 
existing student rights and 
responsibilities," said sopho- 
more Cory Winter, Huffman 
Hall senator. "The Bill of Rights 
outlines the beliefs of the SGA, 
though, and that lakes some of 
the weight off |the Senate]. 
Sexual orientation is not protect- 
ed by law but by policy. 
"It's an expression rather 
than hardened policy," he 
added "We still have the 
argument that (the bill] is 
already covered, and that we 
need to bring it to a higher 
level in student's rights and 
responsibilities 
Even though the Student's 
Rights and Responsibilities 
Handbook does hot cover lex 
ual orientation, many senators 
felt that passing the bill would 
show the administration how 
important protecting all stu- 
dent's rights was to the 
Senate. Senators also hoped to 
influence higher authorities so 
the Student Bill of Rights 
would be implemented into 
university policy. 
"It takes a movement to right 
a wrong," said junior Ricardo 
Pineres, Ashby Hall senator. "It 
should be our statement that we 
believe in that notion. We have a 
chance to send a message to our 
faculty and state legislators. 
"This Senate does not shy 
away from controversy as 
we've Bhown through emer- 
gency contraceptive pills and 
front-end budgeting and other 
issues. Why are we going to 
shy away now? We are 
empowered; we can make a 
statement. It says we stand up 
for every student at JMU ... 
this Senate is ready to stand up 
for what is right." he added. 
Another issue some senators 
had with the bill was whether or 
not the Senate could promise its 
enforcement for the student 
body because they have no con- 
see SGA. page 5 
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Former Post 
editor tells 
of scandals 
Bradlee shares importance of free press 
Benjamin Bradlee Jr., former executive editor of The Washington Post, spoke last 
Wednesday In honor of James Madison Day's theme, the First Amendment. Bradlee 
explained the Importance of press In a society where politicians tend to He. 
BY NATHAN CHIANTELLA 
staff writer 
Lies and scandals play a 
large role in politics, accord- 
ing to the former executive 
editor of The Washington Post. 
who spoke Wednesday in the 
Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
Introduced by President 
Linwood Rose as a "testament 
to a vital and free press," 
Ben|amin Bradlee jr. discussed 
his 23 years as executive editor 
of The Washington Post. The 
theme of this year's James 
Madison Day was the First 
Amendment, according to 
Rose, and in turn Bradlee was 
invited to speak. 
"If it were not for Benjamin 
Bradlee, very few of us would 
have heard of |the Watergate 
Scandal)," Rose said. He Ihen 
highlighted Bradlee's leader- 
ship skills and courage 
throughout the years at The 
Washington Post. 
Bradlee focused most of his 
speech on the importance of 
the media as a "lie detector" 
— something which instinc- 
tively is alert to political and 
corporate wrongdoing. "The 
public is constantly immu- 
nized to lying," Bradlee said. 
"It has simply become another 
tool to sell by." 
Using his decades of experi- 
ence in Washington, D.C., 
Bradlee then took on the topic 
of politics and how  rampant 
lies are within the political sys- 
tem. "If we cannot trust the 
president, who can we trust?" 
Bradlee asked. 
Bradlee pointed out the need 
for truth in politics is not a new 
public request. 
According to Bradlee, presi- 
dents have lied almost consis- 
tently over the last century for 
varying reasons. 
Though some lies were 
necessary in dealing with the 
public, Bradlee believes other 
lies were irresponsible and 
hurt the nation. 
"President [Bill| Clinton's 
lies further alienated an 
already-weary public," Bradlee 
said. Since the Vietnam War 
and the unjust lies presented to 
the American public at the 
time, he said, Americans have 
not been able to trust their own 
government and thereby con- 
tinue to lose faith in the system 
of government. 
It was during Bradlee's 
tenure that The Washington Post 
unraveled the Watergate 
Scandal, which ultimately put 
48 people in jail and lead to the 
resignation of former President 
Richard Nixon. 
The government did not 
always agree that Bradlee and 
T/ir WftsJiirijtoii Post were cor- 
M-, i     in    thetl    coverage,    and 
were, in turn, sued by the 
United States  for publishing 
set PKHSS. page 5 
OrangeBand tackles local, national topics 
Initiative begins action weeks with educational forums to involve students, community 
BY SHAUN MADSEN 
contributing writer 
The OrangeBand Initiative will 
hold its semiannual educational 
forums beginning this week. 
Since its founding a year ago, 
OrangeBand has been encouraging 
nonpartisan, open dialogue about 
political, social, and economic 
issues, senior Kai Degner said. 
This week marks the start of 
OrangeBand's action weeks. As part 
of the two action weeks, OrangeBand. 
along with other clubs, organizations 
and faculty, will be sponsoring educa- 
tional forums on local, national and 
international topics. 
The local topic this year focuses 
on the immigrant, migrant and 
refugee population in Harrisonburg. 
"The idea to have this as our local 
topic comes from the statistic that 
there are over 40 registered lan- 
guages spoken at Harrisonburg High 
School." said senior Bonnie Saxon, an 
OrangeBand staff member who is 
organizing forums for this topic. 
OrangeBand also chose this 
topic because it wanted people 
to know in what kind of commu- 
nity JMU students live, Saxon 
said. It wants to help students 
understand who is coming to 
Harrisonburg, from where, why 
and what are they doing. 
As part of its movement to 
engage the community, 
OrangeBand also is spreading to 
other campuses, such as Eastern 
Mennonite University, which 
will host JMU students and hold 
forums on the local topic. 
The national topic forums will 
focus on the voting process in 
America. Professors will explain 
the Electoral College, statistics 
from past elections and why it is 
important to vote. 
According to Degner, this also 
will help OrangeBand reach its goal 
to have 60 percent of all eligible 
JMU students vote in November's 
election, a challenge OrangeBand 
has taken to help achieve its pur- 
pose of engaging the community. 
The international topic will dis- 
cuss the problem of AIDS and 
famine in Africa. 
"The focus will be on how to 
combat the AIDS epidemic and 
what we can do to help," said senior 
Megan Dunphy, who is helping 
organize forums on this topic. 
These educational forums will 
be held March 22 through April 2 
around campus. 
According to wwwonmgeband.org, 
OrangeBand's purpose is to pro- 
vide a nonpartisan "atmosphere of 
learning from diverse perspectives 
by providing an unbounded space 
for nonargumentative, constructive 
conversations about meaningful 
contemporary issues." 
OrangeBand also holds discus- 
sion groups every Tuesday at 12:30 
p.m. and Wednesday at 8 p.m. at 
Taylor Down Under, and has a 
radio show every Monday from 10 
a.m. to noon on WXJM. 
prangeBand Upcoming Events 
The local topic this year focuses on 
the Immigrant, migrant and refugee 
population in Harrisonburg. 
Tht national topk forums 
focus on the voting 
process in America. 
Tha International 
topic will discuss 
tha problem of AIDS 
and famine in Africa. 
These educational forums will be 
held March 22 through April 2 
around campus. 
KEVAN MACTVERtawrfriiuin. amn 
Taking care of business 
Senior Katharine Ferguson presents a business plan for Black Tte Delivery. ■ *»■ 
11.areng; service, at the Second Annual CO* 300 Oualn a si Plan Competition March 30. 
  
Prof explains truth of free will 
Contemporary debate focuses on nature, not existence 
BY SARA CHRISTOPH 
staff writer 
While scholars have argued 
over the concept of free will for 
centuries, JMU's philosophy 
department sponsored a "What is 
the Evidence That We Have Free 
Will?" lecture last Friday. 
Philosophy professor Noel 
Hendrickson attacked both sides 
of this debate, believing that only 
through his approach can people 
discover the truth behind free will. 
At the debate was the ques- 
tion of free will — the true abili- 
ty for people to control their 
courses in life through the choic- 
es and actions they make — vs. 
determinism, in which events 
are merely the inevitable out 
Come of circumstances. 
-66  
The contemporary 
debate has absolutely 
nothing to do with the 
existence of free will... 
-Nod Hendrickson 
philosophy professor 
95 
"The contemporary debate 
has absolutely nothing to do 
with the existence of tree will, 
and I believe this is not an acci- 
dent," Hendrickson said. 
Most of the debate in mod- 
em thought is focused on the 
nature of free will, not whether 
it actually exists, he said. 
Hendrickson said he believes 
this "lack of attention is the 
inevitable result" of what he labels 
"methodical valuationism." He 
uses this term — his own inven- 
tion — to describe how the com- 
mon approach limits the definition 
of free will, and, in turn, prevents a 
balanced debate on the issue. 
Most people view free will to 
have a strictly "evaluative role;" 
that is, the idea that encourages 
people to assign either praise or 
blame to a person for their actions. 
"Peopk? assume free will only 
does one thing ■ - the moral respon- 
-ihiliry of individuals." Hendrickson 
said. "If that's all free will does 
see WILL, page 5 
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Monday, March 22 
Christian Student Union is raising money through sales at 
Cici's Pizza between 5 and 8 p.m. Tell the cashier that you are 
there supporting CSU and the organization will get 10 
percent ot the sales. For more information, contact Amanda 
Hayes at liayesal. 
There will be an opening reception for an art exhibition from 
6 to 7:30 p.m. in the Great Room of Leelou Alumni Center. 
Islamic calligrapher Elinor Aishah Holl will speak on 
"Islamic Calligraphy: A Hidden Treasure" at 7:30 p.m. in the 
College Center Grand Ballroom. For more information, 
contact I-orie Merrow at x8-3975. 
The Zirkle House Galleries will be having an opening tonight 
featuring artwork by seniors Zack Bryant and Sara Hawkins 
The opening will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. Zirkle House is 
located across South Main Street from the Quad, two houses 
down from Buffalo Wild Wings. For more information 
contact x8-6869. 
Tuesday, March 23 
The Honors Program is having an OangcBand bntwn-bag 
lunch in Taylor Down Under from 12930 to 1:30 p.m Bring I 
lunch and an open mind to discuss recent thought-pimokinK 
topics. For more information contact Shari Scofield at \8-7853. 
Wednesday, March 24 
UREC presents a Spring Nutrition Fair between 4:30 and 630 
p.m. in the UREC Atrium. This is a Wcllness Passport event 
where Dining services will give advice on how to eat healthy 
on and off campus, how to identify portion sizes and other 
nutritional facts. There will be cooking demonstrations and 
opportunities to taste different foods, including seafood. 
I ni\ i-rsity Health Center presents "The Faces of Eating 
Disorders" in the College Center Grand Ballroom at 7 p.m. 
The discussion will feature a panel of individuals whose lives 
have been affected by earing disorders. This event is free and 
open to the public- ■ milting events to I DAYS Events < u event 
KATURYNMIARIANO/ 
itaff photofruphrr 
Magician Mike Super 
performed magic 
tricks Involving the 
participation of audi- 
ence members this 
past weekend at The 
Court Square Theater. 
FUN FACT of the Day 
Until 1937, the 
referee \n 
Basketball had 
m 
to throw a Jlimp 
ball after 
EVERY 
basket 
POLICE LOG 
B> LAUREN MCKAY 
police log reporter 
Two JMU students reported proper- 
ty damage to parked vehicles in R1 
Lot March 16 between 1 am. and 
1 43 p.m. One car had the front 
passenger window broken out 
center dash console torn and a car 
stareo removed The second car 
had tie front passenger window 
broken out and center dash console 
also has torn out. 
In other matters, campus police 
report the following 
Grand Larceny 
A JMU employee reported the larce- 
ny of a laptop computer from the 
JMU warehouse March 16 between 
8 and 9:45 a.m. 
A JMU student reported the larce- 
ny of a laptop computer from a 
room in Eagle Hall between 
March 17 at 5:45 p.m and March 
18 at 11:50 pm. 
Petty Larceny 
A JMU student reported the larceny 
of a moped from a bicycle rack out- 
side Fredehkson Hall between 
March 15 and 16 
A JMU student reported the larceny 
of a floppy disk from Carrier library 
March 16. 
JMU staff reported a missing foot 
ladder from Godwin Had March 18 
at 6:32 am. 
Property Damage 
An unknown subject driving a dark 
olive-green Jeep Cherokee drove 
over several bicydes outside Eagle 
Hall March 17 at 6:24 p.m. 
Destruction of Property 
A dry chemical fire extinguisher 
was discharged in the basement 
hallway of Chandler Hall March 
18at2:16 am 
Number of drunk in public charges 
smceAug 25 66 
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The Breeze is puMahed Monday and Thunday mommas and tSattjuM 
throughout James Madison University and the local Hamsonburg community. 
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MISSION 
The Breeze, the 
student-run newspaper 
ot Jamas Madison 
University, serves stu- 
dent and faculty read- 
ership by reporting 
news Involving the 
r.impu'. find laoaj 
community. The 
Breeze strives to be 
impartial and fair in its 
reporting and IWmly 
believes in its First 
Amendment rights. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
■ How to place a classified: Come to 
The Breeze offce weekdays between 
Bam and 5p.m 
■ Cost S3 00 for the first 10 words. $2 
for each additional 10 words: boxed 
classified, $10 per column inch 
■ Deadlines noon Fnday for Monday 
Issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue 
■ aassrfieo* musl be paid In advance 
m The Bmeze office 
R.   RT Computer Systems 
I rvice 
o Low Price - Quality Brands 
o Expert Advice 
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs 
Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts 
540-442-7335 
Hours:  Mon-Sat. 9am to 7pm 
In Kroger Shopping Center 
Beside Plan 9 Music 
MARCH IS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH 
WHAT CAN ONE WOMAN DO 
TO CHANGE THE WORLD? 
During a time of limited rights for women, Mary Baker Eddy (bom 1821) founded 
the Christian Science Church in 1879 which has branches in 79 countries today 
She was a spiritual leader and healer, a thinker, writer, publisher, speaker. 
In 1908, at age 87, she founded The Chrlttiin Science Monitor, an international 
daily paper, winner of 7 Pulitzer pnzes (to date). Her book Science and 
rfn/tfi wtth Key to tfie Scrtptmt presents spiritual ideas and practical solutions 
Found on line at www.spintuality.com 
Fa news of women's accomplishments' today visit www.csmc>nitor.corr»Vromen 
Q^bsmetic 
\asenr> 
T re<atments 
Mow Available at 
'Permanent Hair Removal (jMo more shaving, plucking or electrolysisj) 
'Rids: Spider Veins and birthmarks 
*Skin Rejuvenation *Botox Injections 
Call now to schedule an appointment! 
(540) 434-5546 OR (800) 424-5546 
Harrisonburg Physicians for Women • 2015-A Reservoir Steel Hamsonburg. VA 22801 
DO YOU LOVE ICE CREAM!!!!!! 
DAILY GRIND now has THE COUNTRY'S FINEST 
HAND-MADE ITALIAN ICE CREAM (GELATO) 
18 DIFFERENT FRESH FLAVORS WEEKLY! 
THIS WEEK: 
Dark Chocolate with Peanut Batter Cups French Vanilla 
Banana Caramel Praline....Toasted Coconut Almond Fudge 
White Chocolate Kaspbcrry Swirl ROM Champagne 
Banana Mango..Cafe Mocha-Fresh Apricot..Blood Orange 
I6SI Easl Murket 
432-1004 
AND MANY, MANY, MORE, Plus LOTS OF PARKING AT OUR NEW 
MARKET SQUARE STORE (Beside Bravo's). STOP IN FOR FREE SAMPLES 
AND ASK FOR A 20 % DISCOUNT ON ANY GELATO (Market Square Only) 
Want to know how well your anfioxidant vitamins are doing? 
Want to help the world's children fight hunger? 
Looking for great skin care products? 
Looking for great webhosling and telecommunications products? 
See my websites for details! 
cbruble.mypharmanex.com 
cbruble.my-ntc.com 
cbruble.mynuskin.com 
cbruble.mybigplanet.com 
m 
Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg 
a-     Catering Available 
ient 
Cory Tinkham - 
Tiies. March 23rd 
Jimmy 'O' - 
Thurs. March 25th 
Calf Mountain Jam- 
Friday, March. 26th 
William Wa 
Saturrjav. March. 27j 
I Price Appetizer Menu 
Dairy 4-9 pm 
Huge Sandwich Menu 
Fresh Burgers 
Hotdogs 
Chicken 
PoBoy 
Ham&Turkey, and more... 
Wings- 25* each MoniThurs 
eat In only 
Salads 
Vegetarian Dishes 
Fresh fish and steak 
Tuesday craWegs 
10.9Mb 
WedOynara 
5.00/ Doz 
30W Vwar St ttaraonbui 
70a/i!VVkaV.llun-]am 
4)3-9874 
SEAFOOD BAR & GRILL 
i Troops return to Virginia 
After a year in Iraq, division 
reports many close calls, but 
no causalities. NEWS 
MONDAY, MARCH 22, 20041 THE BREEZE 13 
"We're going to keep the political 
pressure on President [George W.) Bush." 
BILL DOBBS 
director, United for Peace and Justice 
5+4 story MIOW 
AROUND 
SUM 
NASA scientist to 
speak on shrinking ico 
A NASA scientist will be 
speaking about the shrinking 
area of Arctic ice and the 
spread o( sea ice near 
Antarctica Tuesday. March 
23, at 7 p.m. in 1SAT159. 
Claire Parkinson is a sen- 
ior scientist and climatolo- 
51st at NASA's Goddard 
pace Flight Center in 
Greenbelt. M.I 
She is the project manager 
for NASA's "Aqua Mission," 
which is an international satel- 
lite launched in 2002 to gather 
information about the world's 
oceans and how water affect's 
the earth's climate 
S6A holds forum for 
Thursday elections 
The Student Government 
Association will hold a candi- 
date forum Wednesday, March 
23, at 5 p.m. in the College 
Center Highlands Room. 
The candidates will be 
speaking about their plat- 
forms. All students are wel- 
come to attend. 
Students can vote 
Thursday, March 25, 7 
a.m. to 7 p.m. online.   • 
For more information go 
to http://www.sga.jmu.edu. 
Student employment 
fair offers summer jobs 
A student employment 
fair will be held to give stu- 
dents a chance to meet with 
on-campus and local off-cam- 
pus employers. 
Part-time positions will 
be offered tor summer 2004 
and the fall 2004/spring 2005 
school year. 
The participating organiza- 
tions include JMU Bookstore, 
Dining Services, Off campus 
Life, University Recreation. 
Adeco, BB&T, The Homestead. 
Kohl's department stone and 
Mary Kay Cosmetics. 
The fair will take place 
Thursday, March 25, from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
■ras.=» 
Women's confrence 
hosted by ministry 
HARRISONBURG     — 
Christine Tolson Ministries 
will present a program entitled 
"Blessed Art Thou Among 
Wbmen"Aprill5tol7. 
The fifth women's confer- 
ence will be held at the 
Harrsionburg Four Points 
Sheraton. The conference will 
include speakers from differ- 
ent churches in Maryland and 
Washington, D.C. 
There also will be a two- 
night appearance by record- 
ing artist Dorecn Vail of 
Gaithersburg, Md. 
For more information, 
contact Christine Thomas 
Tolson at (301) 779-1466. 
..v.,,:.:.'— 
Half of U.S. will be 
'minority' in 20S0 
BERGEN COUNTY, N.J.. 
(The Record) — The U.S. 
Census Bureau projects that, 
nationwide, Hispanic and 
Asian populations will 
triple over the next half-cen- 
tury, and non-Hispanic 
whites will represent one- 
half of the total population 
by 2050. The report does not 
contain state data. 
By 2050, the bureau proj- 
ects. non-Hispanic whites 
will total 2103 million, mak- 
ing them 50.1 percent of the 
overall population, which is 
expected to rise to 419 9 mil- 
lion. In the 2000 census, this 
group accounted for 69.4 per- 
cent of the US. population 
The projections came as no 
surprise to demographers and 
leaders of these ethnic groups. 
For some time, demographers 
have spoken about a future 
America that would be kss 
non-Hispanic while and dra- 
matically more multicultural. 
Women's roles in history discussed 
Author gives speech on 
diverse jobs of women 
during the Civil War 
KKLSn M< 01 R HrfwNOA&for 
In period dntu, author Kim Murphy shows m picture of a woman who fought In tho CIvM War. 
BY ASHLRY MCCLELLAND 
senior writer 
An author of a trilogy of 
books on women's roles as 
spies, smugglers and prostitutes 
during the Civil War spoke to 
students and community mem- 
bers at Barnes & Noble 
Thursday night. 
Kim Murphy, author of 
"Promise and Honor" and 
"Honor and Glory," spoke to a 
group of 10 on the many differ- 
ent roles that women played 
throughout the Civil War 
She wore a traditional 
hoop skirt that women would 
have worn during the Civil 
War and showed the group 
pictures of famous women, 
such as Harriet Tubman, who 
played important roles dur- 
ing that era. 
Her book highlights these 
roles. "Kim Murphy's novel, 
"Honor and Glory," takes a jour- 
ney through smuggling, war pris- 
ons, battle wounds, sickness, 
childbirth, and other tests of 
endurance," according to 
httpi/hvumamazonxom. 
According to Murphy, 
women were smugglers, sol- 
diers, nurses, slaves, spies, 
laundresses and prostitutes 
during the war. 
She said smugglers would 
tie goods to their hoop skirts 
and sew pockets in their pet- 
ticoats to sneak supplies of 
which they were short into 
the South. 
"Women were often treat- 
ed more like children and so 
they less often got caught," 
Murphy said. 
The same was true for 
women spies. One spy was a 
Richmond socialite who spied 
on the South for the Union, 
according to Murphy. She 
would receive information from 
prisoners, and would help hide 
ones who had escaped. She 
even got one of her freed slaves 
into the Confederate White 
House to collect information for 
her, according to Murphy 
Women even fought in the 
war, either because they wanted 
adventure or to follow their 
men, according to Murphy 
-64  
Women were often 
treated more like 
children and so they 
less often got caught. 
— Kim Murphy 
author 
55 
Several students from JMU 
attended for class credit. 
"I'm in a women's history 
class, and we have to keep 
journals," sophomore Abby 
Boxler said. "We can use all 
kinds of events for entries, 
such as movies, plays, speak- 
ers and interviews. We 
thought this would be a great 
event to come to. 
"We've talked about some 
of this stuff in class. It was a 
very informative presenta- 
tion, " she added. 
Economics similar to physics, lecturer says I Va. Guard 
BY STEPHANIE STRAUSS 
staff writer 
In order to show the con- 
nection between math and sci- 
ence, the JMU Honors 
Program sponsored a Brown- 
Bag k'cture Wednesday after- 
noon at the Hillcrest House. 
Geology and environ- 
ment professor Lynn S. 
Fichter spoke on "Just What 
Is Adam Smith's 'Invisible 
Hand of Commerce?'" 
The "invisible hand of com- 
merce" in Smith's "Wealth of 
Nations" is "a bunch of individ- 
uals looking out for their own 
selfish interests," Fichter said. 
"These individuals end 
up producing an economic 
system that benefits every- 
body," Fichter said. 
"There is a continuous 
change of customers — people 
are born and people die, 
bridges are built; everything is 
in flux," Fichter said. "But, 
there   are   always   business 
owners who want to make 
money and customers who 
want to buy stuff." 
I Klucr posed two ques- 
tions to the audience. 
"Who organizes this sys- 
tem and who makes it run 
properly?" he said. 
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There is a 
continuous change 
of customers... 
— Lynn Fichter 
professor 
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Years ago, economists used 
physics as a model and 
believed the key was mathe- 
matics and began to emulate 
physicists, Fichter said. 
From the Newtonian and 
classical physics camp, there 
was a belief  in  the world 
th.it than aw ttemal laws. 
and that one could use a 
law to predict everything, 
according to Fichter. The 
goal of Newtonian physi- 
cists was absolute knowl- 
edge and complete control 
of the system, he said. 
Their motto was a quote by 
Albert Einstein: "Supreme 
purity, clarity, certainty." 
In the 1970s and early 
19808, the Santa Fe Institute 
was created so sdentittl 
could study complex sys- 
tems, according to Fichter. 
The Santa Fe Institute held a 
conference that brought 
together physicists and 
economists, with mathcm.it- 
ics as the common bond 
between them. 
In this manner, ph\si, ]ttt 
began to see how similar 
economics was to science 
and were astounded at the 
way econo'mists used the 
same  math   in  a  different 
way, Fichter said. 
According to Fichter, there 
was a dichotomy between that 
assumption and the percep- 
tion that economies don't 
appear to have any sort of con- 
trol behind them. 
"Smith's bask insight was 
that there was an invisible 
hand controlling the econo- 
my," Fichter said. 
Fichter also said that with 
everyone following local com- 
merce rules, such as a customer 
paying to get a product, this 
type of global behavior will lead 
to organizing itself. 
I on joy [brown-bag lec- 
tures) including this talk, 
because they find eloquent 
speakers who often speak on 
topics that ordinarily do not 
particularly interest me and I 
would otherwise not be at all 
familiar with," freshman Julia 
Swavola said. "But. the speak- 
ers are so enthusiastic and 
knowk-dgeable that they make 
the talks very entertaining." 
Thousands protest 
occupation of Iraq 
BY JOSH GKTLIN 
Los Angeles Times 
Thousands of people 
across the United States staged 
protests Saturday against the 
American-led invasion and 
occupation of Iraq, marking 
the war's first anniversary. 
Many caUed for the immediate 
removal of all US. troops. 
Demonstrations were held 
in scores of American cities, 
including New York, Los 
Angeles, Chicago, Seattle, 
Denver, San Francisco and in 
Crawford, Texas, the site of 
President Ccorgc W. Bush's 
ranch, organizers said. 
None of the marches 
matched the size of similar 
events last year, on tlu- o\ c 
of the war. but organizers 
predicted future rallies 
would attract more people, 
especially at the Democratic 
and Republican conven- 
tions this summer in Boston 
and New York. 
"Some people thought 
the anti-war movement was 
going away, and today's 
turnout shows how wrong 
they were," said Bill Dobbs, 
a director of United for 
Peace and Justice, one of 
two coalitions that organ- 
ized the nationwide demon- 
strations. "We're as strong 
as ever, and we're going to 
keep the political pressure 
on President Bush." 
In New York, the nation's 
largest demonstration drew 
thousands into Madison 
Avenue, according to police. 
Organizers said the not>\ 
crowd, which packed 40 
midtown blocks as it moved 
through midtown, was close 
to 100,000; police put the 
estimate at V),000. 
"I came here from 
Summit, New Jersey, to speak 
sir PROTEST, fuge'i 
Permission to speak freely 
fjpja 
S^ 
^1 IcfSI 
CARIX.YN WAI-SKR/*tf/**.jiVi" 
John Stnw. school of communications profaMW. speaks at 
a First Amendment debate held March 16 In honor of 
lames Madison Day. The event featured debate teams from 
12 regional coNe£ee who competed for the Madison Cup. 
looks to 
go home 
BY KARL VICK 
The Washington Post 
Of the many perilous 
things an American can do in 
Iraq, the most perilous of all is 
driving a U.S. military vehicle 
in a line of other U.S. military 
vehicles up and down a high- 
way, day after day 
The men and women of the 
1,032nd Transportation 
Company, a unit of the Virginia 
National Guard, have been 
doing just that for almost a 
year, logging more miles than 
any other unit in Iraq — about 
2.3 million so far — almost all 
of them on the potholed 
asphalt of the region north and 
west of Baghdad, Iraq, known 
as the Sunni Triangle. 
That the 1,032nd came 
through the last 12 months 
without a fatality is regarded as 
exceptional good fortune by its 
members, a motley, good- 
natured group that includes 
truckers, students and at least 
one of each of the following: a 
police an officer, an iron work- 
er and a bartender. 
The absence of fatalities is all 
the more remarkable, the truck- 
ers say, because for the first 
three quarters of their tour, the 
dnvers, gunners and mechanics 
routinely traversed the dead- 
liest sections of Iraq without 
bulletproof vests. 
When a gunman in a speed- 
ing black BMW fired an AK-47 
into the chest of Spec. Nathan 
Williams, the slug was stopped 
by a steel plate Williams had 
purchased with his own money 
and then fitted into a Kevlar 
vest designed to stop only 
shrapnel. Otherwise, the high- 
velocity slug would have 
entered his heart 
"They were $3 apiece," 
said Capt Joe Breeding, heft- 
ing one of the crudely cut, 
quarter-inch steel plates a col- 
league delivered from a work- 
shop in Virginia. 
An enemy that seldom 
chose to stand and fight preyed 
see TROOPS, page 4 
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After a year In Iraq, the 1,032nd Transportation Company It on Ha way norm to Virginia. 
TROOPS: Soldiers lack equipment 
TROOPS, from page 3 
mostly on military vehicles, 
employing booby traps and 
small-arms ambushes. 
Transportation outfits such as 
the 1032nd, which made two 
runs a day through Baghdad to 
and from Nasiriyah found 
themselves on the new front 
line with equipment designed 
for the rear. 
"We realize they had a 
limited number" of ceramic- 
equipped vests, Spec. 
Rodney Breeding, the 
group's commander said. 
"One thing I didn't think 
they realized is how the 
transporters are on the front 
line, too." 
Some things the truckers 
could change themselves. 
Makeshift armor was cut 
from steel plates at the 
machine shops in the 
sprawling base set up on a 
former Iraqi airfield outside 
H.il.id. about 40 miles north 
of Baghdad. 
Driver-side doors got 
steel plating, later replaced 
by sheets of an alloy called 
Armox. Kevlar-coated bal- 
listic blankets were laid on 
cab floors. Cargo Humvees 
became battle wagons, 
their back ends enclosed in 
steel that protected the sol- 
dier manning the 50-cal- 
iber machine gun mounted 
in the rear. 
"When are you leaving? 
Can we get your vehicles?'" 
the newcomers ask, said Sgt. 
First Class Kelvin Davenport, 
who will return to work as a 
sniper on the police SWAT 
team in Bristol. 
There was a limit, how- 
ever, to how much the truck- 
ers could do to armor their 
own bodies. The Kevlar 
vests had no ceramic plates, 
and there was no space 
between layers of Kevlar to 
slip in an improvised plate. 
The unit was, in fact, still 
driving in January, but by then 
much of the military transport 
was handled by a dvuhn 
firm, Kellogg Brown and Root, 
a subsidiary of Halliburton. 
The 1032nd provided the 
armed escort, sending its 
makeshift battle wagons 
ahead to scout for roadside 
bombs — Davenport spotted 
more than 30 himself — and 
bringing up the rear, the most 
treacherous position. 
"KBR was better equipped 
than we were," said Sam 
Stone, a student from 
Chatham. "We used to joke 
about that All their drivers 
had actual bulletproof vests." 
Many of the unit's 105 driv- 
ers recount close calls. More 
than a dozen of their trucks 
were damaged by roadside 
explosives. But, only five peo- 
ple were wounded, and all five 
returned to duty. 
National Guard units 
grapple with a reputation 
as the military's second- 
class citizens, and are fre- 
quently accorded less 
respect than reservists. But, 
the sense of family so often 
found in shared adversity 
has a more familiar feeling 
in a unit where the 
youngest member is 19 and 
the oldest 59. 
4 4 
We've been lucky. I 
mean, you consider 
over 2 million miles in 
this area, we've been 
lucky. 
— Michael Bauman 
conyruclion worker 
59 
The only death in the 
1032nd this year was from 
cancer. It killed a man who 
had survived Vietnam. 
"We've been lucky," said 
Spec. Michael Bauman, 40, a 
construction worker from 
Hillsville. "1 mean, you con- 
sider over 2 million miles in 
this area, we've been lucky." 
want some 
extra cash ? 
JAMES UCHONE 
antique jewelry 
is giving away $100 
yep, you read that right!. 
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PROTEST: Americans question 
Bush's overseas expenditures 
PROTEST, from page 3 
out against this insane, stu- 
pid war," said family thera- 
pist Ken Dolan-Delvecchio, 
holding a sign reading 
"Bush Is A War Criminal." 
American policies in the 
Middle East, he added, "are 
bringing the whole world 
closer to war. The adminis- 
tration has lied to us about 
nearly everything." 
Delvecchio's comments 
momentarily were drowned 
out by 'The Raging Grannies," 
an a cappella group of eight eld- 
erly women who chanted rap 
lyrics as they stood on a 
makeshift platform facing the 
large, noisy crowd. "Look at 
what they |ust did in Spain," 
said a woman. "What we need 
is a leader with a brain." 
Many marchers mentioned 
the recent Madrid terror 
bombings, and praised the 
Spanish people for subse- 
quently ousting a government 
that had sent troops to Iraq. 
"Our government has been 
wrong on all of the important 
issues," said Marlene Littwin, 
a retired social worker from 
Manhattan. "Saddam had 
nothing to do with Osama bin 
Laden; there were no weapons 
of mass destruction, and we're 
inviting the same kind of ter- 
rorist acts that happened in 
Spain," she said. "We need to 
wake up." 
Polite in riot gear monitored 
the demonstrations, requiring 
marchers to stay within metal 
barriers as they wound through 
the streets. The barriers were 
needed to keep order, officials 
said, but the metal partitions 
led to violence at a much larger 
anti-war demonstration last 
year in New York, in which 
hundreds of demonstrators 
were arrested and 17 police 
wen? injured in street scuffles 
"We are here to assist them 
(demonstrators) and to facili- 
tate free speech," said Police 
Commissioner Ray Kelly, who 
visited the demonstration with 
Mayor Michael Bloomberg and 
kept in close touch with offi- 
cers monitoring the march 
throughout the day. 
"We want it to remain 
orderly, and we are pre- 
pared for any contingency, 
but our primary function is 
to facilitate this march and 
allow the demonstration to 
go forward." 
Dozens of speakers — 
ranging from Muslim 
activists and Haitian pro- 
testers to Democratic presi- 
dential candidate Dennis 
Kucinich — exhorted the 
crowd to keep protesting 
Bush's policies and focus on 
the nation's domestic needs. 
"We hear reports that one 
out of every six teachers in this 
country doesn't have any text- 
books for their class,- 
Alexa Bobe, a Virginia high 
school organizer with 
ANSWER (Act Now to Stop 
War and Racism), which co- 
sponsored the march. 
"So, we have to end this 
occupation. We could buy 14 
billion textbooks instead of 
spending $87 billion to continue 
the American carnage in Iraq,' 
she added. 
In San Francisco, home to 
some of the country's largest 
prewar protests, thousands 
turned out for a march that 
wound its way through the 
dry's Mission District to the 
Civic Center. 
Sentiment against the Bush 
administration was strong, but 
with live hinds and a multitude 
of eye-grabbing costumes, the 
march had a festive air. 
"There's not that sense o( 
intense anger that there was 
earlier," said Michael 
Schumann, 43, a software 
architect who lives In 
Brisbane, Calif., south of San 
Francisco. "We've had a year 
to get used to it, I guess." 
John Quigley, a retired 
judge who traveled from 
Napa, Calif., with his wife and 
two friends to participate, said 
he felt that the march had 
been lent a different tenor by 
the events of the past year. 
"Last year, we were out- 
raged. This year, our fears have 
been vindicated," said Quigley, 
77, resplendent along with his 
wife, Jessie, in anti-war buttons. 
In Los Angeles, thousands 
of people — poets, activists, stu- 
dents and parents — gathered 
in front of the Pantages Theatre 
on Hollywood Boulevard and 
Vine Street, marching nearly 
two miles, and ending with a 
rally in front of the Hollywood 
and Highland shopping and 
entertainment center. They held 
signs reading "Stop Bush" and 
"Stop the Lies, Stop the Wars." 
Want to write for news? 
Send us your name and number and we 
will contat you with stories! 
E-mail: The Breeze 
news department at 
breezenews@hotmail.com 
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Philosophy professor Nosl Hendrlckson discussed Ms view on 
-What I* the Evidence That We Have Free Will?' last Friday. 
WILL: Prof shares 
ideas on approach 
SGA: Bill supports 
sexual orientation rights 
SGA, from page 1 
trol over punishing stu- 
dents that may discrimi- 
nate against others. 
"The point of a bill of 
rights is that it guarantees 
something to the people," 
said freshman Ryan 
Powell, freshman class 
president. "The SGA can't 
do that. It gives a false 
impression." 
After two amend- 
ments that changed the 
wording of the bill slight- 
ly to help emphasize its 
statement of SGA belief, 
the bill was passed by a 
roll call vote with 53 sen- 
ators for the bill, four sen- 
ators against the brM and 
five senators abstained. 
The bill had to be 
passed with a two-third*. 
majority. Pincres asked for 
the roll call vote so that 
students could see how 
their senators voted. 
"This bill was two years 
in the making," said junior 
Tom Culligan, SGA chief of 
staff. "It's been through 
every possible checklist. 
It's surprising that the stu- 
dent Senate has more diffi- 
culty with this than the 
administration." 
During the meeting, 
the SGA also unanimous- 
ly voted to give $300 to 
Alpha Chi Sigma, a pro- 
fessional chemistry fra- 
ternity on campus. The 
fraternity asked for the 
money to send four mem- 
bers to Virginia Tech for 
its national conclave. 
The SGA also unani- 
mously voted to give 
$472.10 to the JMU 
Council for Exceptional 
t hildren so it could send 
11 executive members to 
its national council in 
New Orleans. The group 
was given the money for 
the trip and for supplies 
for Disability Awareness 
Week and its bimonthly 
children's night. 
Bush attacks Kerry on 
domestic, foreign policy 
WIU.,from page I 
then all we have to do to prove free 
will exists is to prove moral respon- 
sibility exists," Hendrickson said. 
"If all we can say is it's obvious, 
why are we surprised when no one 
talks about it?" 
After exposing what he saw 
as the flaws in this current 
approach, Hendrickson put 
forth his own method, which he 
believes is a much better way to 
tackle the free will question. He 
calls this approach "methodical 
pluralism" because of its less 
restricted definition of free will. 
"Methodical pluralism explicit- 
ly acknowledges that free will has 
other roles," Hendrickson said. "It 
opens a completely new way to 
talk about free will." 
He said that like any good 
method,  his is neutral, so the 
—ii  
This is what we want... 
neutral as to which way 
it is going to go. 
-Noel Hendrickson 
philosophy professor 
99 — 
argument for the existence of 
free will is still open. 
"This is what we want out of a 
method, neutral as to which way it 
is going to go," Hendrickson said. 
Senior Jenn Bowen said, "He 
really knew what he was talking 
about. I liked how he focused on 
his own ideas but still incorporat- 
ed previous philosopher's ideas in 
his presentation." 
BY EDWIN CHEN 
Los Angeles Times 
At a rally marking the 
kickoff of his re-election 
campaign. President 
George        W. Bush 
unleashed a blistering 
attack on John F. Kerry's 
domestic and foreign pol- 
icy positions Saturday 
while portraying himself 
as a decisive leader who 
will keep America safe 
during troubled times. 
Returning to the heart of 
the state that delivered him 
the White House in the dis- 
puted 2000 election. Bush 
was greeted by a thunder- 
ous, flag-waving crowd of 
some 10,000 supporters at 
the Orange County 
Convention Center in Los 
Angeles. 
Clearly energized, the 
president responded by 
delivering his fiercest and 
most sustained assault yet 
against the Massachusetts 
senator, the presumptive 
Democratic nominee. 
Bush suggested that 
Kerry would make a weak 
commander in chief under 
whose leadership the world 
"will drift toward tragedy. 
"This will not happen on 
my watch," Bush said. 
At another point, the 
president characterized 
Kerry as "one of the 
main opponents of tax 
relief" in Congress, say- 
ing he once supported a 
50-cent-per-gallon gaso- 
line tax hike. 
"He's going to tax all of 
you," Bush warned, as a 
chorus of boos reverberat- 
ed in the massive conven- 
tion center. "Fortunately, 
you're not going to give 
him that chance." 
While Kerry spent the 
day skiing in Idaho, his 
campaign responded with a 
statement attacking Bush's 
record on the economy. 
"Today, George Bush 
proved to the American 
people that he Is incapable 
of solving our economic 
problems for the simple rea- 
son that he doesn't even see 
them," Kerry said in the 
statement. "In his first offi- 
cial campaign event outside 
of the Oval Office, the presi- 
dent refused to acknowl- 
edge the more than 3 million 
jobs lost on his watch or the 
impact of his failed policies 
on the middle class." 
The noon rally in LA. 
marked a new phase in 
Bush's re-election bid. He 
has traveled the country 
since June to raise money 
for his campaign, and he 
will continue doing so. 
But, now Bush will begin 
attending campaign ral- 
lies designed to energize 
his supporters. 
After Bush spoke, 
legions of his backers 
began staffing telephone 
banks while others board- 
ed buses and vans to can- 
vass neighborhoods in this 
heart of the so-called 1-4 
corridor, a battleground 
within Florida that is rich 
with independent and 
swing voters. 
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
Collegiate Sealers of Northern Virginia Inc. 
(800) 220-7615.  Call Today! 
Coma join our staH of college students and recent college graduates for rewarding outside 
work in Northern Virginia   We are currently hiring for our summer season of residential 
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Do it for JMU Librariea! 
PRESS: 
Editor 
speaks 
about lies 
PRESS, from page 1 
the Pentagon Papers, according 
to Bradlee. The government 
asserted that such publications 
were a breach in national securi- 
ty, and the case was taken as far 
as the Supreme Court. 
Exposing the Watergate 
Scandal and Pentagon Papers, a 
major scandal involving 
President Richard Nixon in 
1972, and coverage of the 
Vietnam War secured not only 
The Washington Post's, but also 
Bradlee's place in journalistic 
history, according to Rose. 
Under his leadership, Tftt* 
Washington Post received 18 
Pulitzer Prizes. 
In the end, the case was dis- 
missed based upon the Bill of 
Rights and freedom of the press 
discussed in the First 
Amendment. 
"1 found [Bradlee's] com- 
ments to be interesting and an 
important part of history," jun- 
ior Megan Miller said. "He 
undoubtedly did a great serv- 
ice to this nation through his 
news coverage and relentless 
search for the truth." 
News? 
call \X-M27 
or e-mail 
hicc:<)K\\ v<§ 
hotmail.com 
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Instead, these videos represent a direct attempt 
by federal agencies to manipulate the press and 
promote an unpopular bill, 
ALEXSRNEY 
freshman 
SM column t»lo« OPINION 
While hiring a top assistant coach 
from another program might work 
out, hiring a recognired coach has too 
many advantages to overlook. 
SM horn* •dKorial Mow 
■ Breeze Reader's View 
Bush administration 
manipulates info 
AlexSlrney 
When  the U.S. Congress 
Sisscd   the   controversial 
ledicare Prescription 
Drug Improvement and 
Modernization Act in 
December, it was after 
being reassured by the 
Congressional Budget Office 
that the costs of the bill would 
not exceed $400 billion 
over 10 years. 
Robert Foster, an actuary 
for the Department of Health 
and Humans Services who is 
responsible for estimating 
the costs of Medicare pro- 
grams, recently has revealed 
that, contrary to the 
Congressional Budget Office 
otim.itiN. the bill is likely to 
cost the federal government 
around $534 billion. He also 
said that the Department of 
Health and Human Services, 
an office under the executive 
branch of government, knew 
the bill would cost between 
$500 and $600 billion as far 
back as June, but was 
ordered not to reveal his esti- 
mates by Medicare adminis- 
trator Thomas Scully, being 
told that to do so could result 
in the loss of his job. 
Withholding this infor- 
mation from Congress most 
likely led to the Medicare 
bill being passed by the slim 
vote of 220 to 215 — 13 of 
the representatives who 
voted for the bill said they 
would vote against it if it 
exceeded $400 billion — and 
represents a direct manipu- 
lation of Congress by out- 
side agencies. 
To promote the bill, the gov- 
ernment has initiated an adver- 
tising campaign that will cost 
$1 ^0 million over the next three 
years and includes publishing 
fliers and brochures — all of 
which have been criticized for 
not telling the whole truth 
about the bill. The campaign 
also includes the production of 
several promotional videos. 
These videos were filmed 
using actors and a prepared 
script by the Department of 
Health and Human Services. 
They were passed off as legiti- 
mate video news releases that 
were distributed to 33 televi- 
sion news stations around the 
country, some of which aired 
them before the tapes were dis- 
covered to be staged. 
In the videos, an actor play- 
ing a reporter does a voice-over 
describing the Medicare bill in 
a way that, according to the 
General Accounting Office — 
the investigative office of 
Congress — contains "notable 
omissions and other weakness- 
es" while images of President 
George W. Bush signing the bill 
amid a cheering Congress are 
shown on the screen. 
While government agencies 
have produced news releases 
in the past, law forbids the use 
of federal money for "publicity 
or propaganda purposes." The 
Department of Health and 
Human Services claims that it 
distributed the videos in order 
to inform Medicare recipients 
of changes in policy, but the 
segments do little to explain 
what changes were made or 
how they affect beneficiaries. 
Instead, these videos repre- 
sent a direct attempt by federal 
agencies to manipulate the 
press and promote an unpopu- 
lar bill. The GAO is looking 
into the matter to determine if 
the distribution of these videos 
was illegal, but regardless, it is 
extremely unethical and a dan- 
gerous precedent to set. 
In a nation that holds the 
sanctity of the press in so high 
a regard, this manipulation 
should be all but impossible 
But, in response to the GAO 
investigation. Department of 
Health and Human Services 
spokesman Kevin Keane said, 
"The use of video news releas- 
es is a common, routine prac- 
tice in government and the pri- 
vate sector. Anyone who has 
questions about this prac- 
tice needs to do some 
research on modern public 
information tools." 
Keane's statement not only 
attempts to justify government 
distribution of propaganda, 
but also implies that this is not 
nearly an isolated incident. 
The dangers of a govern- 
ment and administration this 
willing to deceive Congress and 
the American people are clear. If 
these practices are allowed to 
continue, or go unpunished, it 
will provide the federal govern- 
ment with permission to 
manipulate lawmakers and 
public sentiment to whatever 
ends the current administration 
desires and destroy not only the 
sanctity of the press, but ulti- 
mately the republican svstem 
of government. 
Alex Simey is a freshman 
SMAD/anthropology major 
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JMU in desperate need of big-name coach 
As JMU continues its search for a 
new men's basketball coach, several 
big-name coaches have been contact- 
ed, in addition to some current assis- 
tant coaches. In the upcoming days 
and weeks that the search committee 
interviews candidates to replace 
Sherman Dillard, it seems logical that 
JMU should hire a big-name coach if 
one is willing to take the job. 
While hiring a top assistant coach 
from another program might work 
out, hiring a recognized coach has too 
many advantages to overlook. 
Among the known names that JMU 
has contacted are former Iowa State 
University coach Larry Eustachy and 
former University of North Carolina 
coach Matt Doherty. Hiring some- 
one such as Eustachy or Doherty 
would bring instant credibility to 
JMU's program because both are 
established coaches. 
When JMU hired "Lefty" Driesell 
as its men's basketball coach in 1988, 
the move paid off. Driesell, a big- 
name coach who left the University 
of Maryland in a cloud of controver- 
sy, led the Dukes to three National 
Invitation Tournament appearances, 
a 1994 Colonial Athletic Association 
title and  a berth into the NCAA 
Tournament that same year. 
Eustachy has similar baggage that 
Driesell carried when he came to 
JMU in 1988. In five seasons at Iowa 
State, Eustachy guided the Cyclones 
to a 101-59 record, but resigned when 
he acknowledged he was an alcoholic 
after photographs emerged with him 
partying with college students. 
Eustachy, however, reportedly has 
cleaned up his life since he stepped 
down in May 2003. 
Despite his winning record, 
Doherty's only downfall was that he 
didn't live up to the high expectations 
of the prestigious basketball program 
at North Carolina. 
Yet, with their respective proven 
success, Eustachy or Doherty would 
be great choices as JMU's new head 
coach. In addition to adding credibil- 
ity to a drowning program, their hir- 
ing would bring instant national 
attention back to JMU. National 
media would flock to Harrisonburg, 
especially in Eustachy's case. 
An established coach also would 
attract fans back from the currentlv 
diminished attendance at the 
Convocation Center. Excitement of bas- 
ketball season again would fill the cam- 
pus, and the "Electric Zoo" — the 
name given to the courtside student 
sections during the 1980s and 1990s — 
would be revived. 
For too long, the JMU adrninistra- 
tion has been conservative in its ath- 
letic decisions. It's time it makes a 
bold move and go for a big-name 
instead of settling with hiring a top 
assistant coach or choosing a "safe 
hire," such as former JMU Dukes 
assistant coach Ron Bradley. 
Doherty and Eustachy might 
need JMU as much as JMU needs 
one of them. Both would work hard 
to bring the program back to life, as 
well as prove they are still good 
coaches to their past employers. 
Giving one of them the job would 
be beneficial to both parties. 
Ifs time for JMU to return its 
men's basketball program to the top 
of the CAA, as well as back into the 
national spotlight as it once was in 
the early 1980s. Eustachy, Doherty or 
another established, recognizable 
coach have the ability to do just that. 
JMU made a mistake by going after 
an unproven coach such as Dillard last 
hme. JMU should not make the same 
mistake twice, and instead should go 
after someone with a successful record 
as a Division I head coach. 
t.-mail darts and pats to breezedpWhinmait.com 
DM .< I'ats air submitted anonymously and fmnled on a s/xu, - 
avatlahte 1-isi.s Sulmusswm are based upon one persons opinum of a 
given silualtm perm or event and do not necessarily reflect Ihe truth. 
Pat... Dart. 
A "finally-you're-gone" pat to the people 
who stopped going to UREC after Spring 
Break. 
From a junior girl who is glad she finally can 
uvrk out in peace with the rest of Die people who 
actimlly enjoy using Ihe gym. 
Dart... Pat.. 
A "thanks-for-celebrating-St.-Patrick's- 
Day-on-my-car" dart to the noisy lep- 
rechauns in the parking kH of my apartment 
complex. 
From a junior who woke up Thursday hop- 
ing to walk around broken bottles and wash the 
(Um off her windshield 
Pat... Dart. 
A "you're-all-lovely-and-hof" pat to the 
girls who work at L'REC From the reception 
desk, to the equipment desk, to the gym; these 
lovely kxiking girls are everywhere. They 
e««n have different varieties: blondes. 
brunettes — even redheads. 
From a sophomore who says "trunk you" for all 
you have done for the male population at JMU. 
A "get-a-room" dart to the ample who 
thinks the UREC weight room is a romantic 
setting to hook up while working out 
From a sophomore who is trying to get 
buff, not hard. 
An "it-means-a-lot" pat to the Student 
Ambassador who finished my mother's knit- 
ting project — you've blessed many lives with 
your kindness. 
From a grateful staff member who lost 
her mother to cancer. 
A "grow-up" dart to the student — and 
"gentlemen" egging him on - who threw 
rocks at the ducks along Blacks Run near 
Godwin Hall Friday morning. 
From a professor who is appalled at llu- igno- 
rance of this small group of IMU student* ' 
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.-^a**.— "The Potty Train*   I   ^kw "Let's k tows*- 
TV Cterts & Pats, 
Spotlight, 
Gnssuvrd and 
Horoscope Times." 
breeze 
Mikey 
The Breeze mascot 
 
W1 
Marc Choi 
senior, graphics editor 
£ 
KYRA PAFAHL/ ttnu* I**'*'"!*" 
"TheMadison 
Times. It sounds 
professional and 
our paper slwuld 
reflect the school 
name." 
Jason Irwin 
sophomore, new sports editor 
"The Under- 
Appreckted Post." 
Cheryl Lock 
junior, focus editor 
If you changed the name of The Breeze, what would you call it? »*W 
LETTER TO THE 
EDITOR 
Iraq war ethical 
decision for U.S. 
Dear Editor, 
Jared Bowie's artick' Iraqi 
war celebrated by few" in the 
March 18 lame i >t The Breeze is 
the most insulting article I 
have read in The Breeze in my 
time at JMU. I am not one usu- 
ally to write an article, but 
when someone blatantly 
states that 1 have no con- 
science, 1 get upset. )ust 
because our media focuses on 
fallen soldiers does not mean 
that there aren't millions of 
thankful Iraqis who will cele- 
brate March 20 as the 
anniversary of the beginning 
of a new nation 
The lack of weapons of 
mass destruction in Iraq has 
absolutely no bearing on the 
necessity to remove Saddam 
from power The 
nfi it man. in we have gathered 
ver the past decade has 
MI that Iraq has tried to 
uild weapons of mass 
■tructtoo. Hussein has been 
Ng these weapons against 
own people for years, 
killing hundreds of thousands 
of people. We have interrogat- 
ed Iraqi scientists who worked 
on WMDs for Hussein. Do 
you not think that the moment 
we  threatened   Hussein   he 
would immediately n 
dence   across   the   border? 
Apparently, that  Is just  loo 
clever for an Iraqi to think of. 
All of the live* that have 
been lost — Iraqis and 
Americans — could have 
been averted by the United 
Nations. In 1991, when the 
United States entered the fust 
Gulf War to help the country 
of Kuwait from an invasion by 
Iraq, President George H. W. 
Bush wanted and asked the 
United Nations to allow the 
complete removal o( 
Hussein's regime. The United 
Nations would not allow it, 
saying that we only could help 
Kuwait and then leave the 
i Iraq. I am unbeliev- 
ably thankful that our presi- 
dent, (ieorgr W. Bush, had the 
and the vision to do 
what is right and to finish a job 
that the United States should 
have been allowed to do 13 
years ago. 
Do you expect the United 
States to go in and walk out 12 
months later with the country 
t.Halls rebuilt? Do you think 
Out country was perfect in 
July 1777? Do you think all the 
people agreed on the direction 
of the country and that every 
person had food on the table? 
Even the great America had a 
civil war over 80 years later. 
Our troops are in Iraq 
rebuilding schools, creating 
infrastructure and bringing 
1
 i is to the people. 
MoM importantly, Iraq passed 
a new Constitution that is 
bringing them freedoms we 
take lor granted A new poll 
released last week states that 
"57 percent of respondents 
•aid lite was better now than 
underSaddam" and "71 percent 
saying they expected things to 
be better in a years time," 
according to CNN. 
I know in an ideal world no 
one would be fighting and no 
one winild go to war. But, this is 
reality. In our world, you have to 
stand up ioi oui freedoms and 
even right for them if it comes to 
it. Fortunately, it's not philos^ 
phers making the decisions that 
protect our freedoms and keep 
our country safe l«ik for me 
celebrating my freedoms on 
March 20 and for the smile of 
pride on my face because 1 
know our country made the 
right decision, and that I agree 
with il especially because I 
have ■ conscience. 
Michael Brett Sterlacci 
senior, political science/ 
SMAD major 
Breeze Reader's View 
Women remember another 
form of 'March Madness' 
To err is human, to write tor The Breeze opinion is divine. 
/>/■< < zeopinion(& hotmail.com 
EnnBurns 
As you spend long hours not 
doing the work that continues 
to pile up on your desk, and 
instead meticulously fill out 
your brackets, I challenge you to 
remember that March Madness 
is not the only madness to 
which this month pays tribute. 
March also is Women's 
History Month, .i month where 
we not only recognize the great 
women who have paved the 
way for all of us, but we 
,u knowledge the distance left to 
be traveled. We live in a country 
where every nine seconds a 
woman is beaten — most likely 
by someone she knows inti- 
mately. According to the 
Department ul futtiCfc (A per- 
cent of women who reported 
being raped, physically assault- 
ed and/or stalked since age 18 
were victimized by a current or 
former husband, co-habiting 
partner, boyfriend or date. If this 
doesn't elicit a sense of "mad- 
ness," did you know that domes- 
tic violence continues to be the 
leading cause of death or injury 
to women in the United States? 
Violence is not just occurring 
behind closed doors in the 
homes of men and women. One 
in four college women will be a 
victim of rape or attempted rape 
by the time she graduates. This 
statistic was supported by 
research done by professor Amie 
Kahn, revealing that this national 
statistic rings true on our campus. 
March is also Women's 
History Month, a month 
where we... recognize 
the great women who 
have paved the way 
for us... 
Violence against women is not 
the only battle we are fighting 
According to the 2002 report by 
the National Committee on I'.iy 
Equity, women earn 77 cents to 
every dollar a man makes. ( >\ IT ,I 
working lifetime, this wage dis- 
parity costs the.neragi- \merican 
woman and her family an esti- 
mated $523,000 in lost wages 
impacting Social Security 
benefits and pensions. 
Women in academia contin- 
ue to face discrimination in 
pay, promotions and tenure. 
The Faculty Women's Caucus 
at JMU continues to fight for 
equality for the school's female 
faculty members, but JMU still 
has a long way to go. 
With a student body that is 
65 percent female and grow- 
ing, at a school that was onot 
exclusively female, you would 
think that more than one of the 
top five administrative posi- 
tions at the university would 
be held by a woman. If that 
doesn't surprise vou. the dean 
ot each oi i in ~.i\ colleges with- 
in the uniwisitv ,ne .ill men 
and oi the 17 members ot the 
Board ol Visitors, only five 
■ft women. 
If you have not been .i \ ■. tfru 
ot ■ 'mlii based discrimination, 
oryi HI do not know anyone per- 
sonally whohai been .i \ terJm of 
lexant, I encourage you to think 
ot VOW mothers, sisters, girl- 
friends — and possibly one day 
in daughter, all of whom 
undoubtedly will be denied the 
bath   rights ot equality 
sometime in their lives. 
Men are not the enemy here. 
If you must define the enemy, 
or,better \et identify theoppos 
bis team that has just bloated 
oft one of your final four picks, 
vou will he attempting to set up 
the very dichotomies that got 
society here in the first place. It 
is not about men; it is about cre- 
ating alliances and links 
through conversation, informa- 
tion and education that will 
begin to erode the patriarchy that 
oppresses as all. 
Come April 5, when the last 
whistle blows.m.I we crown yet 
another championship team, I 
too will be on the couch in the 
midst of the exutement enjoy- 
ing yet another exciting day in 
sports. March Madness will be 
over, or will it? 
Entn Burnt H « smiwr psyr/iw/d- 
gy major. 
fireeh Week Biltmo 
lay, March 23rd: 
^ejffds 
Wednes 
ds from food sold will go BEVERAGE Nieffh  J1.00 cups*!! 
eek and Books fonKies door with $1.00 to fill and $1.00 
proceeds will go to Greek Week and 
Any questions can be directed to Jenn Keeaan via e-mail at keeganjl9jmu.edu 
^ WiON 
: All vour dance apparel needs 
~ Btoch ~ Body Wrappers ~ 
~ Dasha ~ WatercokHira ~ 
JDfcjff 
P*y**|e»*.f***- ! ALL merchandise in store AND orders- 
sSSSnM : shoes' tl9hts' "eokrts, warm-ups, and 
CourtMyOdanckimotlonxami      more! If you don't see what you 
www.dendnmotion.cam want, we can get it for you! 
r>r ni W* 
Tb* MUwtakJ aooWbtM aw* 
Lifeguard/Instructor I *-t~"4> 
iMiwtt the a,—aal p*Mk at al I*** of iwtaaN a«4 r«Mr*U claw* diarta*!.* anal aural 
Alao aa—rai tfca a—rml «a*H>. baaHb. flaasplbaa a»4 —jefi 1 *ftba aotroo*   FarfcaraM al atfea* UfefjMH aoal1» 
Fort> ■*•» *•» «•** <•• UatiTwtia—I anal jo wtth llhgoard r**poa*l Witt law) al •*•» Bar baa*. 
I* erfaawT*aallaiM..iTralaia«.>V*«AU.C*aF*ctk.r..«...l ainiriai Walar lalrty 
rtUaattaaaan r*ajolr«* a*<l I JOguaralraiaM* la. ni.aaUatMl.aM* 
lifeguard (•4-03) 
aawal aaaHtaaa. taa.iaia.ia fcr a-»ar*a-aa, taa aaa. aaa ef aaaba* awtaaaalan ha-lMaa b* a—I 
haaath. akiajlaaa aaa aajar-ial afBka pWurn *oaa rahrtad wot* aa r***lr*at 
Thirty la Iblrt* fl« baoa* par -aafc at tiTl pa* "*"   r lan«f rwrrawt llfc—ara* Trmlatng. 
MM AM ea4 CPU Far Taa frilaaalaail laanaar caHHWatMaM raajalrad 
Swimming Pool Caahicr (*4-<") 
-|   — .        . J,_|^,-Y |----»—*a- ■*■-■ ■ ■---*■ ■ 
irTrli1uiiiiT-t,-f-J-' ' •*" *■ -*■*————*— -*-»—t «*-—-^   rainy ftva baara aaw waak at a-*.»o ■» law 
Mat baaa Iba aa*W> *a af araaa a« lUitiaalr caw* raaMat 
Applkaau blrrd for iba aquallt. poallloRai l.at*4 abava wUI ba axpaetaai la wark anHI ana*aaer pool Hoala« (Laaor Day loo4l- 
All aapiatk-a poatlloaa an coaatd*r*d apea uulll Wled. AppUcaliona will be acceptra1 until pooltlaaa ar* nilad. 
cjaallrWd appUcaaU at kaat if yaara o' ag* by JuB' •• «°°4 •" prafarrad. 
la or4ar ta M aaaalalara* for aay a* tat** poafcUowa yaa anal aabaaH a City -f Harrtaaob>r| AppllaaUawi Far-. 
■Voaa. I»r ettbar tba Itf^—aral or UlapvaraVlaotroela* aualttua. ilaoM * 
rtoaa lb* (Hy Itaoaaar-a OMaa. MI ■ Halo Mroal, Karrlaiobaw*. VA ■■■•>• aw the V* 
aaBaMfeaaasi 
UaW* m Aajaaik. Firat Ai*1,( n Iral*la« "*• 
4 befcM* ValWy Mall Appakotloo fcwaai -aay alao •* 4 
w-ataaiihaabira-aaaa/br aobaaat a»lliHliai »*■ 
Human Reaourcea Department 
Mtn:  Karen Muaaelman 
City of Harrtaonburg. Virginia 
345 South Main Street 
Harrlfonburg. Virginia ■iSoi  
432-7701 
A- laraal OafwataMtty R**a**) 
AiW 
iir««7« H^cX'W 
OHiceot 
International Programs & 
Muslim Student Association 
present Islam Week! 
Tonight! 
Monday, March 22 
6:00-7:30 p.m. 
Great Room, Leeolou 
Alumni Center 
Illuminating Islam 
Art Exhibit 
Opening & Reception 
7:30 p.m. 
Highlands Room 
College Centei 
Islamic Calligraphy! 
A Hidden Treasure 
Elinor Aishah Holland 
Tonight! 
All event! are >Paiaport Events*. 
(except An Opening) 
www.fmil.edu/ulanmTeli; 
llluminarinfc Islam: a guide to better understanding 
TliurMlay, March 21 
7 p.m , HHS 2301,1SAT Bldg 
Jihadi 
Ideals & Realities 
Mr. David Dakake 
Monday, March 29 
7 p.m., Showker 05 
Islamic Economics 
Dr. Etuan Ahmed & 
Mr. W.iI. , ,1 El Amarv 
Tuesday. Marcli 30 
4 p.m., Taylor 404 
The Muslim Experience 
JMU Student Panel 
Wednesday, March 31 
4 p.m., Taylor 405 
Women in Islam 
JMU Student Panel 
Thursday, April 1 
7 p.m., CS 159, ISAT Bldg 
Sufismi 
The Mystical & Spiritual 
Tradition in Islam 
Mr. Fuad S. Naeem 
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HOROSCOPES 
Daily rating: 10 Is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging. 
Today's Birthday (March 22). Others may think that your aspirations are unattainable. For them, that's 
probably true, but don't worTy. For you, twice as much will be easy - set new records 
Aries March 21-Apnl 19 
Today is a 9 - The odds are good you can 
fl0~     get further now than you ever have 
JPH* before Set goals that are almost scary - 
JI 77  those are the only ones that really turn 
you on. 
Taurus April 20-May 20 
Today is a 5 - Now is a good time to make 
j^( a list of all thi' things that must be done 
^RH'""' ^l the bills that must be paid. Don't 
**7j worry, you're taking control. 
GwrnlnlMay 21-June 21 
m   -   Today is an 8 - Meetings should be pro- 
TTgP ductive now, especially if you're planning 
ffS< •» complete something or throw some- 
thing out. It's easy to get the agreement. 
Cancer June 22-July 22 
Today is a 5 - A sensation similar to being 
squashed flat like a bug could come over 
, you now. That's because somebody really, 
REALLY wants you to do something for 
them. Stick to your rules. 
Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22 
Today is an 8 - You know how to follow 
orders, though you'd usually rather not. 
\ Don't put up much of an argument now. 
The other side isn't listening 
2fr 
Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
Today is a 6 - If you push yourself beyond 
the call of duty, you'll be surprised at how 
much you can accomplish. You could go 
into warp speed, and the payoff is pretty 
good. 
Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec 21 
Today is a 9 - How could things have 
a»^ improved so much in just a few measly 
M   hours? Could it be that you're in love? II 
0 "   not, put in a little more effort. 
Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
Today is a 5 - It's finally time to take on a 
■AjT      task you've been meaning to do for years - 
nflk^ Funny how it never went away or healed 
*«^B   itself in all that time. 
Leo July 23-Aug. 22 
Today is a 9 - Follow through on what 
you've started, and do so with enthusiasm 
and style. You may soon be asked to take 
on new responsibilities. Important people 
are watching. 
«i 
Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 16 
Today is an 8 - A brilliant insight or fact 
that you come up with could change 
everybody's opinion. Make sure you docu- 
ment it completely, this could be contro- 
versial. 
ft: 
Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
Today is a 5 - Take your time and do it 
right, even if somebody else is in a panic. 
It wont help for you to panic as well. 1 
PfacwFeb. 19-March20 
Today is a 7 - It might be difficult, but 
continue to focus on the bottom line. Get 
1
 as much as you can now and you won't 
have to worry about this for a while. 
- Tribune Media Services 
*> 
RlDDiioftheDay 
A word I know, six 
letters it contains. 
subtract just one. and 
12 is what remains. 
What is the word? 
a shirt 
Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle 
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CROSSWORD 
I 2 3 4 5 
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ACROSS 
I Ending words 
6 Undue speed 
II Distant 
14 Sitcom demo 
15 Fighting 
battles 
16 Emotional 
poem 
17 Come next 
18 Yashmaks 
19 Siesta 
20 Bugsy's car? 
22 Single gaming 
cube 
23 Frightens 
24 Scruggs or 
Weaver 
25 All   __ go! 
28 "The Face Is 
Familiar" poet 
30 Tykes 
31 Those who 
concur 
36 Sharing 
pronoun 
37"_ Lineman" 
39 Classical 
prefix 
40 Like deli fare 
42 Man with an 
apple 
43 Black, in 
poetry 
44 Trap 
47 Elec. units 
49 Throbbed 
51 Englishman in 
India 
52 Mike & 
Gloria's car? 
57 Anger 
58 Bedclothes 
59 Poetic Muse 
60 Pet detective 
Ventura 
61 Bones in 
forearms 
62 Meted 
63 Pacifying 
concession 
64 Bottle material 
65 Adversary 
DOWN 
1 Copies 
2 Brief skirt 
3 Do it or _J 
4 Chewy candies 
5 Brosnan series, 
"Remington _" 
6 Backpack 
cousin 
7 Mr. T's group 
8 Belts from the 
jug 
9 Unbelievable, 
story-wise 
10 Gaelic tongue 
11 Jane's car? 
12 Jerry or Red 
13 Beat back 
21 Flight from the 
law 
24 Erhard's 
program 
25 Telegraphic 
period 
26"_ Cheatin' 
Heart" 
27 Meryl's car? 
28 Profit figure 
29 Literary 
collection 
32 That girl 
33 Benches 
34 Admiral type 
35 A few 
37 Court 
38 Charged 
particle 
41 "The Price Is 
Right" network 
42 Firedog 
45 Grp. of D.C. 
advisers 
46 Leave the 
Union 
47 Puccini 
numbers 
48 Italian explorer 
Polo 
49 Zoological 
feather 
50 Parts of eyes 
52 Illegal metal 
disk 
53 Cultivate 
54 Crooner Jerry 
55 Agenda listing 
56 Buffalo Bill 
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the LINE of 
Local fire department 
works for community 
Story by contributing writers Mimi Liu and Taryn Goodwin 
Photos by senior photographer Jessica Taylor 
An unknown JMU student pulls the fire alarm. 
The sudden, alerting, high-pitched screech erf 
tin- fife .iLirin awakes residents within the 
doxm. causing them to scurry out of the build- 
ing. Hearing sirens in the distance, n candy-apple red fire truck 
emerges. Several firefighters exit the tin- truck only to find an 
embarr.»ss*tl student holding a bag of burnt popcorn. 
While the Hamsonburg Fire Department often answers 
mis routine false alarm, other serious situations could be 
occurring in the local community. For many decades, HFD 
Company One has consisted of both paid firefighters and vol- 
unteers, including residents and JMU students and alumni, 
according to Everett Minnick, HFD Company One captain. 
Igniting the sparks of the past 
In the earlv 1900s, there only were four volunteer fire com- 
panies that supported the paid, professional staff of the HFD, 
Fire Chief Larry Shifflett said. Only Hose Company Four 
remained, which eventually split into City of Harrisonburg 
and Rockingham County volunteers. Then, in 1926, 
Company One was created, which only ran calls m 
Harrisonburg, and still does Over time. Company Two and 
Company Three were added to form the current four stations 
within the City of Harrisonburg/Rockingham County today, 
according to firefighter Greg Coffman. 
While the fire department has 
gone through changes over the 
years, JMU students consistent- 
ly are beneficial volunteers. 
"We've had JMU people 
at Company One for as long 
as   1   remember,"   Shifflett 
said. "They are our auxil- 
iary manpower. They pro- 
vide support to the city 
fire department." 
In the line of fire 
Shift  changes   foi 
paid firefighters range 
from shifts ending at 
5 p.m  to those who 
work    through    the 
night until 8 a.m. when the next 
shift comes in, according to Coffman. Volunteers 
are called to work whenever they are needed to 
assist the paid firefighters, according to the president of 
Company One, Don Grant. 
"On a Friday night, we can run calls until 5 a.m.," 
Coffman said. 
While personal satisfaction is the firefighters' main 
drive to perform their daily tasks, appreciation from the 
community also is an important motivator. 
"When The Commons burned (Nov. 10,2001), a 
couple of JMU students brought us cookies," fire- 
fighter )ared Quesenberry said. "|There are] cer- 
tain things that make you feel good." 
JMU alumni suit up 
Imagine being a full-time student with a 40- 
hour work week and still finding no time for 
relief Lori Pirkle ('03) currently is teaching spe- 
cial education while remaining a volunteer at the 
HFD Company One. She joined HFD her senior 
year and has been a volunteer for a year and a 
half.  Although time  management becomes an 
IMM for the average college student, Pirkle was 
able to balance her time efficiently. 
"For me, it was a personal challenge to see how far I 
could push myself and help my community," Pirkle said. 
Although Pirkle does not plan on becoming a 
paid firefighter, she wants to expand her training by 
getting her Emergency Medical Technician license. 
However, many JMU students do continue on to 
become paid firefighters at other companies in other 
counties, according to Minnick. 
Underneath the hat 
In order to be a firefighter, there are certain require- 
ments expected, according to Shifflett. First, one must 
be 18 years of age or older, and then one must take the 
Firefighter One class, which consists of 110 hours. 
This course covers general knowledge of firefighting 
techniques, such as basic operations, fire suppres- 
sions and learning how to use breathing appara- 
tuses. There also is a 30-hour class for local 
community     firefighting,      which 
strongly is recommended and often 
is taken, according to Shifflett. 
Until the Firefighter One class is 
completed, volunteers can assist 
with calls, but cannot enter a 
burning  building.   The   HFD 
pays for all classes and equip- 
ment that volunteers and fire- 
fighters need, considering the 
average cost of all equipment is 
$900, according to Minnick. 
Blazing heroes 
Firefighters mostly arc known for their response to 
fire emergencies; however, their contributions to the 
community exceed fire calls. The HFD's services include 
fire, Haz-mat (hazardous materials), emergency medical 
services and specialized rescue, according to www.har- 
risonlwrgfire.com. Many of the firefighters go to the local 
elementary, middle and, recently, some high schools to 
teach fire prevention. They also do city services, such as 
child seat installations, free of charge. 
"We do all kinds of prevention and fire safety," 
Quesenberry said. "We teach kids to get out safely of their 
own homes. As for adults, we give them fire extinguisher 
demos and tours around the fire house, which we both ■ 
The firefighters enjoy giving back to the community for 
their own personal satisfaction, according to Coffman. He 
said the most benefits are received when "somebody'- hie 
and property are saved." 
Can you handle the heat? 
With over 287 clubs and organizations on campus, it can 
be hard for students to imagine volunteering off campus. 
Shifflett said, "There is a very big shortage of vol- 
unteers - a continuous |up-and-down] cycle — and 
it is nothing unusual." 
Shifflett believes that one of the causes of the shortage of 
college volunteers is their lack of time 
"Peopfe just do not have time to give," Shifflett said. 
"There are so many things such as family and activities 
now that it's hard to really attract somebody." 
Despite the shortage, many JMU students still volunteer 
their time, which is crucial for rlFD. 
"It is really hard to get volunteers," Minnick said. "Volunteers 
do not get the credit they should; they are a big help to us." 
If interested in joining or volunteering at HFD, applications 
are available at Company One located at 80 Maryland Ave. 
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SUMMER JOB/PAID INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY 
VIRGINIA BEACH. VIRGINIA 
TELESCOPE PICTURES® 
Is Now Hiring for the Summer of 2004 
You Will 
LIVE AT THE BEACH 
WORK ON THE BEACH 
WORK WITH OTHER FUN & OUTGOING STUDENTS 
And 
EARN OVER $10,000 WHILE 
HAVING AN INCREDIBLE TIME 
Beach Photographer positions available. 
No Photography Experience Necessary. 
We do need fun. outgoing, and self-motivated studenrs who are looking for valuable 
career building experience and an unforgertable summer.  Paid internships are available 
and come with a great tan! 
Check out our web site for more information and 
Apply direcrly online ai WWW.SUNRAYSSTUDIO.COM 
Or 
Voice Mail Us at (540) 435-1589 
No Beach Home, No Worrier... 
Housing Available 
WORK AT THE BEACH!!! 
TWIDDY AND COMPANY   Duck, 
MAINTENANCE ASSISTANTS 
Seasonal  employment on the Outer Banks of  North Carolina,   working for 
the area's foremost vacation home rental company.   Must be able to 
work through September 15,2004 or later.  Graduating Seniors are 
preferred.   Possibility of  housing available  for minimal  monthly rent. 
Pay scale:   S13.00/hr.   for 40/hr.   of work a week. 
JOB DESCRIPTION FOR .MAINTENANCE HELPER 
Seasonal  maintenance,   providing our customers with exceptional 
services.   Neat appearance and a friendly attitude  is a must. 
Mechanical  ability is a plus but we will train.   Transportation 
provided during work hours. 
DUTIES: 
• Pick up and deliver guest 
supplies 
• Unclog toilets 
• Pick up trash at houses if missed 
by refuse company 
• Hook up electronics  like 
Nintendo,  VCR's,  DVD's etc. 
• Pick up and deliver  items 
for repair 
• Replacing  light  bulbs,   air 
conditioner filters,   window 
and door screens 
APPLY BY SENDING RESUME VIA E-MAIL TO baragno0twlddy.eom OR 
CONTACT: Bataay Aragno 
Human Resources   Manager 
Twiddy and  Company 
Duck,   NC 
(252)457-1170   Phone/Fax 
Dear Student, 
I™<*^»-M»SSSSK!SSS=S.* bohydrate causes a nse in °loodsugar ^ -      ^^^ _ 49) 
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age and difficulty losing weight). 
Keep in mind that i^SX!^^^^^^ 
Its your overall ^LmtSSSS Most (but not all) high Gl foods are 
gestion and delay *g"gJ3SJJ5. fiber and few nutrients. By 
highly processed Ol*****^'     o( low to moderate Gl carbohy- 
choosing an eating fygggfiffSL grains, legumes), you'll ben- 
health. 
_'. think «i  Paving attention to the quality of carbohy,- 
to it a trend? I don t 2!fi_5IS3S * a good ideal Lots of good 
drates in our diet,L^*^tXJUl ""9ht TZSTSL* 
things can come from if WW"""; nas jnaicated low Gl foods help 
a,so helpful with ^SSZmSSfoSi, heart disease, and we.ght 
people with diabetes, f^*^ ^ oone. However, the recom- 
grams of carbs «*J^^^w. in your diet with lower G. foods, 
simply replacing ■"£*£"»£ overall diat 
you can improve the quality or yuu. 
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500,000 New Books 
60%-90% off retail 
The South 
Beach Diet 
(HI retail 524 95) 
Only 
$8.50 
Large Selection of Dummies Books 
Im-ionfUi) 
Plrafoj/opAf 
hi Dtmmiti 
lnMSlI "I 
0aV7.il) 
Ptffiti Iff 
'rimisun: 
Only'6.50 m *? 
March 20 thru April 4 
Open Only During Scheduled Dates from 9AM-7PM Daily 
Large Selection of Best Selling Authors 
Joork YoorsoH Viiomly 
Yoga 
l«hon<iilglSI4NI 
Our Prk»i6.50 
Cone if Oar Gr«f MoflM •/ 
'•jiMiV nii»<, KM.,... 
from 11M fcdj. to tonitf Woods 
IMm Ho«i» 0»* ufctmi iml si | tS) 
0nrPrfc«s5.<X> 
rnousands of CMMTM'S 
Boolts from Preschool 
thru Young Adult 
including bond books, pirhiii 
books. 'l-Con-twid" & othw 
only tooden, Newbety « 
(oldecott owrd winners, young 
oduh. nonlittion and much more. 
Ami Ik, Crowd Go., WU 
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fwni Im fcoooto (»/? 'Oil 
(HI mail 544 451 
0olr $12.50 
LEW1I    ft* '»>»'' * Q»* 
C I. A K K    timfmin 
liiktmnMlSHI 
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ImtmiOtft—'i 
How Comfit I > Book 
oflnmh 
IvhunrreiolSni 
Only '8.00 
Slovyioot Iitomy ol 
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IMcmtiadSIOHl 
Oer Price'aJ.M 
Green  \allr\ 
Tko Unit loom* 
rWfCooW 
Storybook hooiury 
(bantam re* $10941       X*M* 
Only'4.00 B T 
(Ouoniilm limited, ortive early In best soUchon.) 
totaled IS nwiules south ol IMU Me 1-81 lo exit 
240. turn easl on Id. 682 8 watch lot me signs 
NVWnrV.gvboOkfair.COm/imU 
2.92GreenValleyLn.,Mt. Crawford, VA 22841 (800)385-0099 
■ Some call me Betty Crocker 
Instant cake no longer 
appetizing when there are 
homemade confections to 
be baked and shared. STYLE 
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"Perhaps it has been the war in Iraq or our 
cowboy president, but men's fashion this 
spring celebrates all things masculine." 
MELISSA BOSS 
senior 
■wwfci 
Getting dizzy 
Circles 5 draws crowd of more than 1,000 
More than 29 
crews performed 
at Circle* 5 
Saturday. Of 
those crews, 21 
participated In 
BBoy battles, 
where group* of 
four compete 
against on* 
another for the 
grand prize of 
the event. 
Ju Ju and Jun 
from JMU 
compete In a 
Bonnie and 
Clyde battle 
at Circle* S 
Saturday. 
During the 
Bonnie and 
Clyde bat 
tie*, teams 
composed of 
one male and 
one female 
battled one 
another In a 
break danc- 
ing competl 
Pholm. by LAURA DEAN and KRISTY NK< H ICW/*».. nn'mri 
Dsko and Egan from CAB Cm out of Maryland compete In a Bonnie and Clyde battle at Circle* 5 Saturday In Sinclair Gymnasium. According to Junior Geoff TroM, 
Breattdanclng Club president, over 1.000 people attended Circles S and more than S6.0O0, which was raised at the door to the event, will be donated to the 
Harrisonburg Boys and Girls Club. Crews from BX over the East Coast competed for the $2,000 grand prize, which was won by Uonz of Zlon from Washington, D.C. 
Spring fashion all about tasteful flashiness 
Nameplate necklaces, neon-hued Polos sure to catch eyes of others 
As I eat lunch on the com- 
mons, there is a familiar sight 
to be seen. IMI students have 
mysteriously turned bright 
red. and some unfortunates 
even have strange vertical 
stripes down their backs. The 
sudden onset of the "crispy 
chicken" look only can mean 
two things — tanning salons 
are making bank and spring 
fashion is here. Thus, it is time 
to provide JMU students with 
my official fashion forecast of 
the spring's newest looks. 
Colors this spring are much 
brighter than us fashionistas 
have seen in years. Women's 
fashion this spring has the most 
exciting pieces I have seen in a 
long time. The skirts are any- 
thing but straight and boring. 
Floral patterns are more bright 
and cheerful than a student 
passing COB 300. 
Hot fabrics this spring are 
lightweight silks and linens. 
For suits, buy a tweed jacket 
in summer colors such as 
pink  or  beige.   To  quickly 
update your look, invest in a 
citrus color such as orange, 
lemon or lime. 
Now 1 know we just got 
back from Spring Break, but 
try not to overdo the 
Jamaican look by wearing too 
many bright colors at once. If 
you're going bright on the 
top, stick to something calm 
and subtle on the bottom. As 
for the footsies, painfully 
pointed shoes are out and 
comfy, rounded toes are com- 
ing back in. Don't throw out 
all your sharp-toed shoes just 
yet; Instead, add a few round 
pumps to make your collec- 
tion more complete. 
Accessories have stayed 
the same since fall, so chande- 
lier earrings are still all the 
rage. Another new item is 
actually an oldie from my 
favorite show, "Sex and the 
City." Nameplate necklaces 
were made popular by this 
show and since its recent end, 
they are making a comeback 
from their popularity in the 
709. Pay your respects by get- 
ting   a   gold   necklace   that 
states your, or your signifi- 
cant other's, n.im, 
Bottom line, get a cute 
flowy skirt, some round-ttvd 
sandals and a few bright-col- 
ored "going out" tops to get 
ready for the spring. 
In keeping pace with the 
ladies, men's fashion is equal- 
ly as bright and colorful. An 
easy and classic way to get 
this new look is investing in a 
few classic Ralph Lauren Polo 
shirts in unexpected colors 
such as lime, orange and even 
mauve. Another big trend this 
spring is the "trucker's para- 
dlsV look. Achieving this 
look is simple and inexpen- 
sive — purchase a retro truck- 
er hat in any color, preferably 
ugly colors that clash horribly 
such as yellow, brown and 
dark green. I*t's just say the 
Fashion Boss will be praying 
tor the end of this fad. 
However, what defines 
men's fashion tins spring is 
the .ill-American, rough-rider 
look. Think of the Stetson ads 
where the models look like 
they've had one too many 
protein shakes. Perhaps it has 
been the war in Iraq or our 
cowboy president, but men's 
l.ishion this spring celebrates 
all things masculine. Get this 
look by busting out your old- 
est denims and then add a 
few rips and tears. Jeans that 
look beat up and worked out 
only make women (or men. 
whichever game you like to 
Elay) wonder what you have 
een doing in them. "Top 
Gun"-esque aviator jackets or 
heavily tailored trenches are 
other popular looks. 
Finally, to spice up your 
professional attire, look for a 
classic dress shirt with stripes 
in  suprising colors such as 
Eurple or orange. Pairing a 
right shirt with a classic-col- 
ored suit such as gray will bal- 
ance out your look. Bottom 
line, investing in a pair of dark 
-colored jeans and a bright 
polo shirt will update your 
wardrobe this spring. 
Baking for 
friends piece 
of chocolate- 
layered cake 
BY CRYSTAL RICHARDS 
contributing writer 
In every shape and form 
— from snack to round, 
layer, bunt or an elaborate 
artistic concoction — cakes 
are a staple of American 
indulgences and food 
trends in society. 
Cakes can be made of 
various ingredients, each 
contributing to the cakes 
ultimate flavor and tex- 
ture. But, over time, socie- 
ty has changed this classic, 
made-from-scratch version 
of cakes to the not-as- 
scrumptious boxed mix. 
Now an egg, a splash 
of water, a Tittle oil or 
applesauce, the boxed mix 
and a half hour of bake 
time are all that is 
required to beat up a 
sweet treat to satisfy that 
late-night sweet tooth. 
It is time to return to 
conventional baking meth- 
ods, friends. Here are a few 
tried — and — true,"just- 
like-mom's"   recipes  any 
college student and cake- 
aholic can whip up. There 
is one warning, however: 
Do not attempt  to beat, 
heat and eat by your lone- 
some when there are more 
social eating endeavors to 
be explored. Invite a few 
friends over to share your 
kitchen creation or butter 
uf> your significant other 
with a little romantic sin- 
fulness with your baking. 
Better Than Sex German 
Chocolate Cake — ichefxom 
3 eggs, separated into yolks 
and whites 
2/3 cup butter 
11/2 cups all-purpose flour 
1 /2 tap. baking soda 
1/2 tsp. salt 
4 oz. or one box of sweet bak- 
ing chocolate (not unsweet- 
ened) 
1 cup sugar 
1 tsp. vanilla extract 
1/2 cup buttermilk 
1 /3 cup water 
Preheat the oven to 350 
degrees. Grease and flour 
two nine-inch round cake 
pans; set aside. Begin by 
combining chocolate and a 
one third cup of water in a 
small saucepan over low 
heat. Heat until melted, stir- 
ring constantly to ensure the 
chocolate won't burn. Set 
aside; cool completely. Next, 
beat butter with the sugar 
and then add one yolk at a 
time, beating well after each 
addition. Add the cooled 
chocolate mix along with 
vanilla, followed by alter- 
nating additions of the dry 
ingredients and buttermilk. 
In a separate bowl, 
beat egg whites with clean 
electric mixer until the 
consistency of whites 
form stiff peak when beat- 
ers are pulled from fluff. 
Fold the whites into the 
batter. Don't overstir — 
the egg whites will lose 
their fluffiness. Pour into 
floured pans and bake in 
the oven for 20 to 25 min- 
utes, or until a wooden 
toothpick placed in the 
center comes out clean. 
Remove from the oven 
and cool completely. 
Coconut Pecan Frosting 
Beat one egg in a saucepan 
over medium heat, gradually 
adding in a five-ounce can of 
evaporated milk with two 
thirds cup sugar and a one 
half cup butter. Cook seven 
minutes. Remove from heat 
source and stir in 1 1/3 cups 
flaked coconut with one half 
cup chopped pecans. Allow 
frosting to cool completely, 
then spread on layers of cake. 
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On display 
CAROLYN WAl.SER/jmfrnkjUfnpArr 
Sank* Erica Van VoofMa' "Waca o» nUnd," part of har "Placing It Together- 
•how, was dtaplayad at tha ZkWa Houaa, acroaa from the Quad. Work* by 
various graphic design students vM run each weak through April 3. 
Software creates new jives 
Technology strikes chord with amateur musicians, 
professionals; slashes costs of producing, recording 
BY BEATRICE E. GARCIA 
Knight Ridder Tribune 
Jose Tillan composed "10,000 
Meters High," a short piece of instru- 
mental music, literally 10,000 meters 
high — while on a plane ride return- 
ing home from South America. 
The Music Television Latin 
American executive and song- 
writer couldn't fall asleep, so he 
fired up his laptop and plugged in 
a portable keyboard and began to 
write. By the lime the plane landed 
in Miami, he had a finished piece, 
blended with several tracks of 
supporting music. 
Composers today, both profes- 
sionals and amateurs, can write and 
produce musk in recording studios 
at home using versatile recording 
software and powerful computers 
They can combine multiple tracks, 
mix in various instruments and even 
buy the right, to recoidings by well- 
known artists to augment their 
music. The final product is digital 
music and the sound is very, very 
close to studio quality. 
Much of today's dance and electron- 
ic music is created in homes or small 
a*conling studios using modem soft- 
ware and hardware took, experts say. 
There's powerful, yet easy-to-use, 
software such as Apple Computer, 
In, ~ GarageBand that can get the 
average Joe churning out tracks of 
musk for home movies and presenta- 
tions like a wannabe OutKast. 
Then.' are more sophisticated appli- 
cations such as Digidesign's ProTools, 
which Zach Ziskin, a Fort Lauderdak' 
singer and composer, uses to produce 
his musk. His latest CD, "Real As The 
Memory," was produced at his home 
studio using ProTools and a ample of 
other software programs. 
Instead of spending SI,000 an 
hour in recording studios, musicians 
with talent but not lots of cash can 
equip a home studio for a few thou- 
sand dollars. The basics include a 
computer with a powerful processor 
(1 gigahertz or higher is best), a 
sound caid, a big hard drive for stor- 
ing music files and CD burner. 
Local bands can produce most 
of their music themselves and go to 
the recording studio for the final 
mixing phase. These software appli- 
cations have taken a slice out the 
recording studios' business. 
Of course, the quality of the music 
produced with these programs 
depends on who is using them. 
'Technology has opened a lot of 
doors, whether you have talent or 
not." TUlan said. "But. it can help break 
down barriers if you haw talent." 
Apple's GarageBand allows some- 
one with no musical training to put 
together a song, picking from more 
than 1,000 loops included in the pro- 
gram. You can add not just a guitar, bul 
can select from various styles such as 
acoustic or Spanish flamenco. 
Each track can adjust individual- 
ly in a variety of ways including 
tempo and volume. If you're an 
accomplished musician, you can 
plug your keyboard or a guitar into 
the computer and record a track 
that adds to your creation. 
Bryan Smith, a software expert 
at Apple's Avcntura, Fla., store, 
says user-friendly GarageBand 
even appeals to the pros. He says a 
Chicago disc jockey has uploaded 
his entire library onto two iPods 
and can run a session from the 
MP3 players, ditching the turnta- 
bles and vinyl records. 
Both Ziskin and Tillan, who has 
built a recording studio in his 
garage in the past year, work with 
ProTools, a more sophisticated digi- 
tal and editing system. A full-throt- 
tle version is used by recording stu- 
dios and a "light" version can be 
used in a home studio equipped 
with desktop PC. 
Ziskin says the positives of hav- 
ing such powerful recording tools 
clearly outweigh the negatives. 
"You have unprecedented control 
plus the ability to try new techniques 
and experiment with differenl 
sounds, a luxury most bands don't 
have if they are paying for studio 
time by the hour," he said. 
However, Ziskin does see a 
downside. Because the musician or 
composer has such control and 
flexibility, "you can edit and tweak 
a song to death. You can edit until 
all the spontaneity of a song has 
been obliterated." 
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Alpha Sigma Tau / Valley AIDS Network 
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK 
Monday March 22 
FREE Anonymous Walk-IN 
HIV Testing 
10am-12pm Health Center 
Tuesday March 23 
Bands-AID Benefit Concert 
* 
Ross Copper man. Overtones, Bluestones, 
ASB Presentation,, Madison Dance, 
at More o/JMU's Finest!! A 
GREAT DOOR PRIZES & L0T8 OF FUN!!!!! 
7:30pm College Center Ballroom 
$2 Donations or 2 Toiletries 
IHOp Wednesday March 24 
IHOP Night   10pm-Sam 
(Also college nlgM...50% Offllll) 
Present AIDS Awareness Ticket 
Get your ticket on Commons Wedll 
All proceeds go to Benefit the Valley AIDS Network 
"Know Now. Prevent Now. Fight Now." 
www.jrruiast.org/aidsawarenes8 
Please contact Michelle Cary, 540-437-5191, 
caryml@jmu.edu with any questions, or visit above website 
JMU Summer 
Study Abroad 
"7/i^ie'i SometUma New IdtiAeA ike 
Southern Ottilia*, SUM.!!! 
) 
pames Madison 
^        University 
iu aMaciatioH udtk 
^ Cooperative Sinergie & 
\the University of Basilica 
^ Summer /2004 
Field Schools in Field Archaeology 
and Fresco Preservation 
Session I. May 17 to June 4 
Fresco preservation and restoration at Jesce 
Massena and Carpentino Masseria (4 credits) 
Session II. June 6 to June 25 
Archaeological Method and Theory at a late 
Neolithic through early Iron Age hamlet (4 credits) 
For application and additional information, e-mail or 
write: 
Dr. Clarence R. Geier (geiercr@jmu.edu) 
or Dr. Joan Walker 
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology, MSC7501 
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
INFO MEETING THIS WEDNESDAY 
IN DUKE 240 FROM 5:30 to 6:30PM. 
www.jmu.edu/international 
mmmm 
■ Baseball rallies again 
Diamond Dukes earn 
another come-from- 
behind victory with a win 
over Le Moyne College. SPORTS 
MONDAY, MARCH 22, 2004 I THE BREEZE I 13 
"This was an all together exciting 
team win, and we look forward to 
theCAAs..." 
MEGHAN HANNUM 
senior midfielder 
SOFTBALL 
JMU earns extra inning win 
Dukes fall 
to Lehigh in 
title game 
BY MATTHEW STOSS 
contributing writer 
JMU lost in the Dukes 
Invitational title game to 
Lehigh University Sunday, 3- 
1. The Mountain Hawks got 
seven innings of solid work, 
six of which were scoreless, 
from pitcher Heather 
Hamasaki. 
Junior I 
Liz George 
connected 
for a single 
to right- 
field in the 
seventh 
inning, but 
Hamasaki 
put a stop to the attempted 
rally by the Dukes as she 
retired the next two batters to 
clinch the win. 
Despite the championship 
loss, the Dukes played well 
over the weekend. JMU beat 
Lehigh 3-1 in eight innings in 
the opening round Friday. 
However, the homecoming 
could not have been any 
sweeter; JMU pulled out two 
wins in one day to snap a six- 
game, week-long losing streak. 
"We play a really tough 
out-of-conference schedule," 
coach Katie Hynn said. "I 
think that only helped us 
though, especially to get 
ready for conference play. It's 
good to be hums." 
What started as a pitchers' 
duel eventually ended in extra 
inning offensive heroics. 
In the top of the eighth, jun- 
SUIHIII> 
IMI 
1 
Lehigh 
3 
K Ml 1 VN V* VS/VNSKl/Uutf/A*»Kaiphr 
Sophomore righ-hander Briana Carrera pitchet during the Dukes, 9-2. victory over the State University of New York at 
Blnghamton. The Dukee lost the title game, 3-1. Sunday to Lehigh University. 
utility     player    Katie    also plated  a runner from 
Jaworski pinch hit with two 
outs in what would be her only 
at -bats of the game. 
The result was Jaworski 
blasting a high fastball into the 
foliage a decent way past the 
left-center field wall. 
The towering home run 
second, (placed there due to 
the International Rules of 
extra inning softball) to put 
JMU up 3-1 and eventually 
to win the game. 
Jaworski's first home run 
of the year broke a 1-1 tie, 
which  had   been   in  effect 
since the seventh inning. 
"This is the field we practice 
on every day, and no one likes to 
be embarrassed on their home 
field," Jaworski said. 
JMU entered the bottom of 
the seventh inning leading 1-0, 
thanks to a sok> home run off the 
bat of freshman shortstop Katie 
George in the fifth inning. 
"1 just got my pitch and 
didn't waste it," Katie George 
said in regard to her third 
home run of the season. Katie 
George finished the game 
two     for     four     with     a 
see DUKES, page 14 
- WOMEN'S TENNIS - 
American 
victorious 
over JMU 
JMU had its four-match win- 
ning streak snapped Saturday as 
the American University Eagles 
defeated the Dukes, 5-1 
American earned the victory 
after compiling victories in four of 
the six singles matches, as well as 
all three doubles matches. 
Kristina Georgieva and 
Katrina Kollamva defeated the 
Dukes' No. 1 doubles team of jun- 
iors Kristen Veith and Rebecca 
Vanderelst by scores of 6-2,7-6. 
Seniors Spencer Brown and 
Margie Zesinger wen' defeated ft- 
2 by the Eagles' Sasha Zerkalova 
and Julia Colarusso. HoWCVel 
Brown, playing as the third seed, 
did defeat Zerkakna, 2-6,6-3,7-5 
in singles play. 
Sophomore Kristen 
Nordstrom earned the Dukes' 
other victory in a singles match by 
defeating American's Ashley 
RetJov, 60,6-2. 
—from staff reports 
—MEN'S TENNIS— 
JMU beats 
Lancers 
JMU defeated the Longwood 
University Lancers at home 
Saturday, 7-0. 
The Dukes picked up victo- 
ries in all six of their singles 
matches, as well as all three dou- 
bles matches. 
Junior David Emory defeated 
Rashko Patinov 6-3, 6-7, while 
sophomore John Snead beat Chris 
Newman 6-3, 6-2. Senior Cnris 
Anderson picked up a 6-2, 6-3 
singles victory over Ian Young. 
—from staff rq* >rt< 
LACROSSE 
No. 4 Dukes roll over Le Moyne 
Decker, Bosica each score 4 goals in convincing home victory Friday 
I I'   \l(>\ til' 
BY JENN CHAPMAN 
contributing writer 
The No. 4 Dukes tallied 
another victory in their young 
season by defeating Le Moyne 
College, 20- 
2, Friday at 
the JMU 
Lacrosse 
Complex. 
Led by 
senior mid- 
fielder Gail 
Decker and 
freshman 
attacker Maria Bosica, both 
of whom had 4 goals, the 
team finished with a sea- 
son-high number of goals in 
a single game. 
Decker, the Colonial 
Athletic Association Player of 
the Week for the week ending 
March 14, quickly took advan- 
tage by scoring 2 goals in the 
first two minutes of the game. 
Her goals came only 17 sec- 
onds apart. 
The team added to its 
point tally with 8 more goals 
in the first 9:25 of the game. 
The team led 15-1 at the half 
and had 13 players contribute 
at least 1 goal by the end of 
the game. 
"Our start sets the tone for 
the game, especially from 
what we see from our sen- 
iors," freshman midfielder 
Brigid Strain said. 
Outshooting the oppo- 
nents proved to be no prob- 
lem, as the Dukes had 31 
shots on goal, while Le 
Moyne struggled to give jun- 
ior goalkeeper Amy Atlig any 
action in her 16 minutes of 
play. For the remaining 44 
minutes,   sophomore   goal- 
-66— 
Our start sets the tone 
for the game, especially 
from what we see from 
our seniors. 
— Brigid Strain 
freshman midfielder 
-99 
keeper Livvy King saw 11 
shots on goal, and had four 
saves with 2 goals allowed. 
Decker's one assist moved 
her into seventh place all- 
time in points in JMU history, 
with 180. Nine other players 
also contributed assists. 
"This was an all together 
exciting team  win, and  we 
look forward to the CAAs 
and then, eventually, the 
NCAAs," senior midfielder 
Meghan Hannum said. 
The team was handed its 
first loss March 14 by the 
University of Notre Dame, 
resulting in a score of 9-7. 
Notre Dame currently is 
ranked third in the nation. 
JMU defeated Virginia 
Tech, 20-8, Sunday at home. 
Decker scored 6 goals in the 
contest and freshman mid- 
fielder Kelly Berger added 5 
goals of her own. The 
Dukes out-shot the 
Hokies, 38-29. 
The Dukes continue play 
March 26 at 4 p.m. against 
Loyola University in Baltimore, 
Md. Conference play begins the 
first week of April, with |MU 
taking on the College of 
William It Mary April 2. 
CHRISTDPHKR 1 AB/l>Vira«.rpfc»,.<nv*" 
JMU |OM attar the ball during Ks, 20-2, victory over visiting 
La Moyne Collage Friday at tha JMU Lacrosse Complex. 
BASEBALL 
JMU edges out Dolphins 
Butia, Diamond Dukes come back from 5-run deficit 
KATHRYN OAKIANtVmtf (A.wifnvWirr 
Redshtrt freshman catcher Dan Sentobtanco (31) takes a swing during the Diamond Dukes-13- 
10 win Saturday over Le Moyne College. The second game was cased due to darkness. 
BY JESSICA MCKAY 
contributing writer 
The Diamond Dukes ral- 
lied from 5 runs down to 
defeat Le Moyne College, 13- 
10, Saturday at Long 
Field/Mauck Stadium. 
Coach 
S p a n k y 
Mc'Farland is 
happy with 
his teams' 
effort this 
season and 
said, "We're 
beating the 
teams we 
should beat." 
In the first four Innings, 
the Dolphins scored 5 runs, 
shutting out JMU. 
But, the Diamond Dukes 
Saturday 
i <■ Mm ne 
10 
|MU 
13 
battled back in the bottom 
of the fourth. 
Junior right fielder Mike 
Butia led off the inning with ,\ 
walk. Sophomore third base- 
man Nate Schill and freshman 
catcher Dan Santobianco both 
smacked singles to center fu'l.l 
to load the bases. 
Butia would score on 
sophomore catcher Matt 
Sluder's force out at first. 
Sophomore lift fielder Sean 
Loso lined out, allowing 
Sluder to advance to second, 
and scoring 2 more runs to 
make- it 5-3, still in favor of 
Le Moyne. 
The Dukes continued their 
rally in the fifth. Sophomore sec- 
ond baseman Michael Cowgill 
and Butia both singkd in the 
inning. Cowgill stole third base 
and later scored on a wild pitch. 
Schill had a base hit to cen- 
terfield, knocking in Butia to he 
Oh' aunt at 5-5. 
Schill was thrown out 
advancing to second base, but 
Santobianco earned a walk, 
which enabled him to score on a 
Sluder double, putting the 
Dukes on top, 6-5. 
The Dolphins scored 2 
more runs in the sixth, but 
JMU rallied again in the bot- 
tom of the inning. 
Loso led off with a bunt MM 
£!c, stole second and scored cm 
mshman shortstop Davis 
Stomburner'a single to onto 
field that tied the game at 7. 
Stoneburner stole second 
and advanced to third base on 
see BASF.BAIJ.. page M 
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DUKES: Jaworski wins 
game with pitch-hit homer 
KATE1.YN WYSZYNSKI/«((r/*».»rapA»r 
JMU Junior Aihloe Scrwnfc takes a awing during their game against Lehlgh Friday afternoon. 
DUKES, from page 13 
double, a home run, a run 
scored and a run batted in. 
With George's sister, jun- 
ior right-hander Liz still in 
the circle, the Dukes hoped to 
close oul their second victory 
of the afternoon. 
It was not to be. 
After a lead-off single by 
Lehigh utility player 
Whitney Schcnbeck, she was 
advanced to second on a sac- 
rifice bunt. 
The Mountain Hawks 
capitalized on pinch-hitter 
Lauren Hancy's RBI single 
through the right side of the 
JMU infield, which scored 
Schenbeck from second. The 
run sent the contest into 
extra innings tied, 1-1. 
In the next half inning, 
Jaworski answered back with 
her pinch-hit 2-run homer that 
lifted JMU to a dramatic victory. 
Early  on,   however,   both 
-66- 
Being the only 
undefeated team really 
puts in the driver's 
seat... 
— Katie Flynn 
Softball cinch 
-95 
teams had chances to score. 
In the second inning, start- 
ing pitcher Liz George avoid- 
ed a potential mess when the 
Mountain Hawks had run- 
ners at second and third with 
only one out, on account of a 
walk and base hit. 
But, a diving catch away 
from the baseline by red-shirt 
junior Kristi Nixon, gave 
JMU a big second out that 
allowed the Dukes to end the 
inning on the very next batter 
who grounded to third and 
silenced the Hawks' bid for 
an early big inning. 
Liz George completed the 
game, striking out five batters in 
eight innings of work. 
JMU's chance came in the 
top of the fourth when sopho- 
more third baseman Briana 
Carrera bounced a double off 
the wall in center. While even- 
tually being sacrificed over to 
third the threat was quelled 
with a groundout to turn the 
inning over. 
Canera would finish the day, 
two for three. 
JMU concluded the first 
of round of play with a 
record of 2-0. 
Despite losing the champi- 
onship game Sunday, JMU looks 
to bounce back this week when it 
takes on St. Francis (Pa.) 
University at the JMU Softball 
Complex at 2 p jn. 
BASEBALL: Dukes 
rally past Dolphins 
BASEBALL, from page 13 
freshman center fielder 
Brandon Bower's fly out. 
Stoneburner would score on 
a wild pitch. 
There were two runners 
on base when Butia stepped 
to the plate. He smashed a 2- 
run home run to center field 
to give the Dukes the 10-7 
lead. The home run was his 
seventh this season. 
"I felt pretty good today," 
Butia said. "I was seeing the 
ball well and had a good 
approach at the plate." 
The Dolphins brought in a 
new pitcher following 
Butia's homer, but the next 
batter, Schill, doubled and 
eventually scored to make 
the score 11-7. 
In the Dukes' half of the 
seventh, Loso, Bowser and 
Cowgill teamed up for two 
more insurance runs to push 
the score to its final of 13-10 in 
favor of JMU, 
Sophomore pitcher Patrick 
Riley entered the game for the 
Diamond Dukes in relief of jun- 
ior right-handed pitcher Brian 
Leatherwood, who retired the 
Dolphin batters in the eighth 
and ninth innings to record his 
first save of the season. 
Leatherwood would earn 
the win, improving to 5-0 on 
the year. 
"My teammates were definite- 
ly playing well behind me and 
backing me up," Riley said. 
Commenting on his team's 
rally, Butia was pleased. 
"We made a good come- 
back," Butia said. 
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
Sapp signs seven-year deal with Raiders 
Bv DKNNIS GEORGATOS 
Knight Riddrr Tribune 
Putting the crowning 
jewel on an active off-season, 
the Oakland Raiders reached 
contract terms Saturday with 
free agent Warren Sapp, a 
swashbuckling defensive 
tackle with the speed to 
chase down quarterbacks 
and running backs alike. 
The sides reportedly have 
agreed to a seven-year, $36.6 mil- 
lion deal that includes a $7 mil- 
lion signing bonus. 
The addition of the seven- 
time Pro Bowl player is contin- 
gent on Sapp, 31, passing a phys- 
ical, which Raiders spokesman 
Artie Gigantino said will take 
place in the next few days. Sapp 
played his first nine seasons in 
the NFL with the Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers, which selected him 
out of the University of Miami in 
the first round of the 1995 draft. 
"The bad news is I won't be 
back with the Bucs," Sapp told 
the Associated Press. "The good 
news is I'm a Raider." 
Sapp appeared to be close to 
a deal with the Cincinnati 
Bengals, Friday. But the Raiders 
swooped in to lock up the for- 
mer Defensive Player of the Year, 
bringing aboard one of the 
defenders who tormented Rich 
Gannon two years ago in the 
Raiders'48-21 Super Bowl loss to 
Tampa Bay. 
The acquisition of Sapp 
reversed what had been a lop- 
sided loss of talent to Tampa Bay 
that followed Jon Gruden's 
departure from Oakland to 
coach the Bucs in 2002. 
The most recent wave began 
in January, when Raiders senior 
assistant Bruce Allen became 
Tampa Bay general manager. 
Running back Charlie Garner 
and offensive lineman Matt 
Stinchcomb have since fol- 
lowed, leaving the Raiders as 
free agents. 
Getting Sapp, though, punc- 
tuates what has been a dramatic 
off-season for the Raiders, who 
appear to be pulling out all the 
stops in reshaping the team after 
last season's 4-12. 
'This is not 'sit around and 
rebuild.' Thaf s just rot what the 
Raiders do." Gigantino said. 
"What this and other acquisitions 
says is we're very eager to reload 
rather than rebuild, and it reaf- 
firms a Raiders tradition of find- 
ing veteran players that can come 
in here and play very welL That's 
something we've done before 
with the likes of Rod Woodson, 
Jim I lunkett and Jerry Rice." 
Despite changes in the front 
office and the hiring of a new 
coaching staff, that approach 
has been very much in evidence 
in recent weeks with the 
Raiders standing out as one of 
the most active teams in the 
league in free agency. 
The Raiders also have signed 
former Pro Bowl guard Ron 
Stone, let go by the San Francisco 
49ers in a salary cap move, re- 
signed offensive guard Brad 
Badger and added free-agent 
linebackers Dwayne Rudd and 
Danny Clark. 
In another key move, the 
Raiders made comerback 
Charles Woodson the exdusive 
franchise player, preventing him 
from leaving as a free agent. 
And with the second overall 
pick in April's draft, the team has 
the chance to add an impact 
player at wide receiver or possi- 
bly quarterback 
434-9999 CDs • DVDs * more! 
Listen Before 
You Buy! 
WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM 
March 23-24 
Dining Services & Card Services 
will be selling a cup 
at 
D-Hall, Festival, Warren Hall, UREC, 
Showker, and University Walmart. 
FLEX, Cash, & Canned Goods Accepted. 
Proceeds go to 
dge Food Bank & Mercy Corps. 
contact Taylor Kennedy (kennedtl@jmu.edu) for more info. 
imMwvm §|_-H   ^   <-£>   # J£55 a 
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LMUng for Three aide te live in 
giidswtea. - 3rd floor. 2004 2005 
school yea*. Call Enn if interested. 
540438*036 
Hag* Head • Student Summer 
Rental*, vied seaoveertfeafly.covn 
for pictures or ca> 252 255*328 
Large TswuhesM    5 bedroom. 3 
oath, furnished, washer and dryer 
Available July 1. $l,250/month. 
Close to campus. Mountain View 
Drive. Contact Joe Millar. 
4334331 
SlMMMRlNHI.s \T  Mil  HM< H 
4 Bedroom hr-is* loratrd in Kill l>rvj 
HOb, North Canvas (OBX) 
■ease Island Knit* 
IUnd> William* 
233-ao3-4365 
One issassr Unit 
-3 minute walk to campus 
- famished 
- rthemet 
Far Rant three bedroom. 2 bath 
house on horse farm. 3 miles east 
of JMU. $825/month. includes 
water, aaptlc, trash pickup, yard 
maintenance. Available tn June. 
Can 421 7501. 
For Rent Private Ethernet and 
bathroom, $200, open now, single, 
walk-in closet. 1st floor. Southvtew. 
double bed. Contact Teddy. 571 
212 1258 or rjra^2Wyanoo com 
ADVERTISE   IN 
THE   BREEZE 
CLASSIFIED ADS! 
S3.00 for (he lint II) words 
$2.00 for each add'l 10 words 
Block ads are $ I (Cinch 
Sow accepting 
credit cards!! 
Visa or Master Card 
la place your ad! 
W AHTSD:POQ M., 
ftWWMIVWBffOB^ti H II I'M'i 
Northern Wona am ResponsMOB 
ndude oveneong a teem of ftvt or 
mm iRyawal nsfrsMfanaadsaf. 
and safe enveonment, tiandsna 
r^ror»corv*rmarvJrrwa^Khedulei 
for the staff 
AppaVanls must be a pool oprmtDr 
.ii H I be IIIIWURI certified. 
Please call Virginia Pool 
Management, ln<. at 
>-M-37ff-2io$ for an application, 
or visit ourwebnte 
VAPOOLcom 
lar. 200S lawge 3 Bedreore Cen*r> 
Shaded deck. $220 each, call 
4332221. 
-Seta Olds 
preferred (4618 Blue MarHn Way • on 
canal). 3 BR/2 8A. May 7 to 
September 7. $2100 mo*utllrtles. 
A/C. was her/dryer, furnished. 6 
persons. Cell 748 5851 (w). 
7946904 (h). or 804-3849829 (Cj. 
323 W. Water • Nice Quiet areas 
three bedrooms, parking, yard. 
W/D, smokers and pet* welcome. 
June 1, for details call 8799947. 
Did you know that your 
parents can get u 
subscription to 
The Breeze.' 
$40 for third class mail 
iff $80 for first class maii, 
you can receive a full year 
of The Hreeze! 
Call today to start your 
subscriptiori! 
Call 5*8-6127 today! 
For Rent 4 bedroom. 2 bath, full 
basement house. $1,000. Call 
4338541. 
■at Rent - 4 bedroom, 2.5 bath. 
large townhouse. $1,000. Ca 
4338541. 
privately owned townhomes 
svellapie for the 20042005 school 
year for more information call Jay, 
5404765156   or   email   at 
*mJS0ntcn*a>acv com 
Heaaa Far Rent - June 1. 2004 4 
bedrooms. 2 baths, large yard. 
tsrege. LR. OR, screened porch 
900/month   Call 433-2271 after 
6pm. 
For Rent - 2 Bedroom Bauestone 
St. 3-4 bedroom Ohio Ave., call 
54087»9648 
WE HAVE 
PROPERTY AT: 
2BR - Hunters Ridge or 
Roosevelt Square, 
furnished, DW. AC, Ref, 
Stove Rant 
HR/225/person R/S - 
275/person 
House - ad South High 
Street; 3. 4, 6 bedrooms. 
$275/peraon 
4BR - Paul Street. 
Hardwood floor*, very 
large on two floors, 2 
baths, deck, available 
6/1/04 
All walking distance to 
JMU! No bus ride! 
Rinar Rentals 
438-8800 
Feel Far Away end Re So Cloae 
Quietly convenient 1,2 bedroom 
apartments, mature landscaping. 
lota of trees, comfortable and 
quaint. Be a part of the experience 
Park Apartments, off South Main 
Street.     Call     5404332621 
Want to sublease your 
apartment for thr summer? 
Pu»c«(laiufioJAd>i»7a#»w:/' 
fall V* M?7 kn nor informami 
■each Photographer Virginia 
Beach, VA. Summer |obs and 
■nternshtps available for fun, 
outgoing students. Call 757425 
1412 or apply online at 
www. surveys slwto.com 
Talented Designer Wanted ■ For 
labels, web. Quark experience 
E met! LOfn220KA.com. 
■ Junior or senior to 
work pert time Fridays, Saturdays. 
and full time in the summer. Office 
and outside duties. Business major 
preferred Could lead to full time 
employment. Call 4331234. 
W ARTCP: POOL Surarvi^oRs 
For thli summer, in Northern 
Virginia area Retpomibil.tm 
include overseeing ti* to eight 
community poolv Minting the 
management team in pool 
operation and scheduling, making 
sure the lifeguard* have what 
they need to run a clean end safe 
facility Meeting with property 
managers to ensure their 
community needs are being met 
Trsmponebon and gas are 
supplied by us 
Agspskssras must be a pool 
opes atm and he Mrsssard 
certified. 
Please call Virginia Pool 
Management, Inc. at 
v8a-|7S-no$ for en application. 
or visit our web-site 
VAPOOLcom 
Only $15 In ran \our 
"For Sale" ad for (he 
entire semester or until 
your item sells 
(whichevi-r euiiKN liiMl! 
Ttus offer i< pxd tw. through 
April 29 and only afpeks to 
advertWng in the •For Sale" 
section Ads must be 20 words 
or leas Offer applies ic inJnHlu.il 
■■cms only Retail stores and 
buswsscs do not qualify for this 
special offer All ads are subject 
to Brrvw approval 
DONT MB OUT ON THE 
GREAT DEAL! 
Call 568-6127 for more 
information 
Harrisenburg's Source for Off 
Campy. Housing ■ Sublets, 
roommates and furniture 
wmt.hamtonbwgo'tcmnpus.cpm 
$480 Qraup Fundrataer - Scheduling 
bonus Fraternities, sororities, 
student groups: 4 hours of your 
group's txne peat our free (yea, free) 
fundraismg soMMns equals $ 1.000 
$2,000 tn earnings for your group 
Call today for a $450 bonus when 
you schedule your non-sales 
fundraiser with CampusFundrataer 
Contact CampusFundraiser. 
1-888 923 3238, or visit 
www.campusfciniBW5e/.oom 
$hl/0ell Rwcraatlenel Package 
Pius more at Messanutten $500 
Good through September 2004 
240-420-1874 
NOTICE 
r-or nvrc etlnrmauon and .wusurce 
rrgsrOkD{ rhe sivrsUgalMi of rirming 
rsarssmopportunrbtiscootaaihc 
Bcncr Bauneu Bureau, In, 
l-aasVSAi-5501 
Premier Enterprises A Make 
Meney Tssdng CmBns Survaya Earn 
$10 • $125 for surveys. Earn $25 - 
250 for focus groups. Visit 
wwwcasA4sft4s*itt.ccm/ftnsaaf. 
U»« and Werk on twa Owter Banks 
Nags Mead area, this summer. Now 
ninng for an positions. Please visit 
www.mworri.com for more 
information and an employment 
appkcatlon 
Part-time Summer CMIdcere 
Needed Energetic, organized 
Christian to work 2 days/weak: 
must enjoy playing with children. 
CallVal. 432-6147 
Shenandoeh River Outfitters ~s 
now htnng tor Summer Season for: 
school bus drivers able to lift 85 
lbs. campground attendants, and 
cookout cooks. Must be outgoing. 
energetic and able to work 
weekends. Full and part time Call 
5407434159. 
Attention     Dukes    -     $10.25 
base/appt. Local company kwkmg 
for articulate college atudents. 
Flexible schedules. Great resume 
eipenence in customer 
sales/service. Continue in 
summer. All ages 10 and up 
Conditions apply Call 438 1300 
www.wDmnVafudarifj.com 
NOW HIRING FOR 
GoLookOn.com 
Aar-Aug Pad Mama (iW) 
Part Him IOS-50% commMion 
Avanga pay IMSfmo. (M tm). 
unpaid (advamakig, photography. 
oMgn). Claaa end poaMMa. 
ernes resume' ryanQpjolookon com 
Part Jlme Work 
• Great Pay 
- Rouble Schedules 
- CiMlomcr SJIC A Sen KC 
• All Majon VVelcomc 
- Great Resume Eifxnencr 
'- All Ages 18* 
• Cteidftiom Apply 
Need Women Smokers ssr OnHne 
Study - Compensation- 1 AMC 
mowa ticket, ertra credit, chance 
to win Some Cse ($300). $50 Gift 
Card to Hochts. or $25 Gift Card to 
Bath A Body Works. Very easy. To 
start, go to ftnpy/bserpapes omoc 
eoti/-^oo^l/pnnc^e/SrT>olurigB* 
selme.hfm. or        e-mail 
m»ingh30umbc.0du, or call 
43^8021145. 
FOR SALE 
1993 Chevrolet Cavafsar - 98,000 
miles, new tires, good condition. 
Must saH by June! $2,000 or beat 
offer. Call Lauren at 574 2338. 
liasTfawtw S2Se $2400. SivrTr 
part, new bras, ratko/cd, speakers. 
battery. Good condition, needs from 
seal covers. 198 K miles. Call 
4330242. 
ltU CasMaa Lass* -   As eeeTTat 
JMU and UVA last year. Check rt out 
at       www.PiJfdaua.com/fJmo/. 
199S VW Beetle - Silver, great 
condition. 5-speed. A/C. leather. 
CD, 63,000 miles $6,900. Call 
24*6781. 
ISM •sanda CMc DX Automata:, 
air, 84,000 miles $6,000. Call 
28»7974. 
Cecher Spaniel Pupplaa 
registered. Buff, red. spotted. 
adorable varieties. Shots, wormed 
Make great In or outdoor pata 
$225 Ceil 54023*8899 
HI 
Looking For Mem Floor Space? 
Try a Timbernest bed loft for $175 
Contact    Saundra    Barrett 
612-5817 or OarretasPynu^du. 
2-ec Samsonlte Lwgfage Sat 
1 large rolling check thru and 
matching carry-on duffle $50.00 
Greet for spring break' Call 
56*3978. 
Waterfeed King si:e, great 
condition, everything included. Call 
MS>e, 4354369 
I iiiilini; lln 
New Te«taa. 
Church' 
lilt 
Aulkprrwiiu-.l h. H.v Peter 
(rilqutM •( ' *)|i n on I rid*.. 
March ?<Mli 
ti.ildmg. IMl" 
I >tiCanipu> 
i Whod.i» 
i.in h*BgWjnBBBB 
TRAVEL 3 
2 AdvwM 6003 fHssakers a Onkyo 
Receiver • E>cellenl condition. 
$650.00. Cad 246-3064. 
• Like new. 
Dimension 2350, 15' flat-panel 
screen. 30GB hard drive. Windows 
KP. $700. Contact Matt. 568-7202 
or punlymra>nu.adu. 
ADVERTISE IN 
THE BREEZE 
CLASSIFIED ADS! 
$3 00 for ihc firM 10 words 
$2.00 tor each add 1 10 Midi 
Block mk arc SIO inch 
A'OM' acceplinfi 
credit cards.'.' 
Visa or Masftr Card 
Call today 
to place your ad.' 
568-6127 
Interested In Traveling end 
Experiencing New Cultures? 
Join us in the amaring city of 
Krakow. Poland, gaining /our SIT 
Tf SOI certification. In 4 weeks 
this summer reelire your dreams 
of/Msaching and traveling 
anywhere m the world. Visit 
www.feso'certificirion.corn end 
begin your adventure today. 
97% of JMO 
Student* rssad 
Thm Br—am... 
Do YOU have 
something to may? 
Place an ad in 
Ihc Breeze pereonals! 
Call 56H-612** iir email 
Ihc hrwsvvjmti.€xhi firr 
morr information! 
« 
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gating Disorder 
Ms/areness Week 
|MaBh 21 7 p.m., P.C. Ballroom 
1
     'lybody is Beautiful Concert 
Sponsored by The Ladies of Tri-Sigma. The concert 
will include great JMU acapella groups the Overtones 
and Exit 245 and dance groups such as the Breakdance 
£lub and Madison Dance. Tickets are $5 at the door 
id there will be refreshments and raffle prizes. Come 
it and show your support! Proceeds go to the Leslie 
orge Memorial Fund for Eating Disorder Education. 
icstions call x8-3503. 
0 a.m.-2p.m. 
Wars on the Commons 
Bring your pennies and contribute them to a sorority of 
your choice. All proceeds will go to the Leslie George 
Memorial Funch for Eating Disorder Education. 
Sponsored by the Ladies of Tri-Sigma. 
24,4:30-6:30 p.m. 
REOMutrition Fair 
us in the UREC Atrium for this year's fair and visit 
ampus services that can assist you with your 
itional questions   Sample dining options and leam 
ut programs and services. Bring a friend and help 
celebrate Nutrition Awareness Month! Questions 
II UREC at 568-8700. 
24,7.-00 p.m.. College Center Ballroom B/C 
Faces of Eating Disorders 
iis evening will feature a panel of individuals whose 
lives have been affected by eating disorders. You will 
hear from Ron George, fattier of a former JMU student 
who died from this disease in September 2000. Other 
members will share their experiences with the disease, 
treatment options, as well as how to help a friend. 
Questions call 568-3503. Free and open to the public. 
sponsored by the University Health Center and Sigma Sigma Sigma 
JMU Summer 
Study Abroad Program 
2004 Galapagos Natural History Studies 
Biology 325G - 3 credits 
May 16-31, 2004 
■***. 
Tentative Itinerary: 
May 16 - Travel to Quito - Ecuador 
May 17-Otavalo Indian Market, Human. San Antonio, Ibarra 
May 18- Mt. Cotacachi, Cuicocha, Peguche, Equator 
May 19-Quito City Tour 
May 20 - Avenue or the Volcanoes, Latacunga 
May 21 - Banos area including Devil's Cauldron, Inca Falls 
May 22 - Cotopaxi Volcano National Park 
May 23 - 30 - Galapagos Archipelago 
May 31 - Travel back to States 
Estimated Cost: $4,313 plus tuition 
For Information, 
email mcmullckOjmu.edu 
or see 
httP;//«m.imu.edu/bioloQv/mcmullck/class/3 J5.htm| 
Sponsored by the Jamas Madison University Office of International Programs 
http://www.jmu.edu/international 
WANTED FRESHMAN.SOPHOMORE AND'iBFIiOR MALES 
& FEMALES FOR SUMMER INTERNSHIPS. IF YOU' VE 
GOT WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A LEADER IN OUR 
COMPANY, THIS COULD BE YOUR NEW OFFICE!! 
• Sumnwr training tor 
college men and women. 
• Financial assistance 
towards college Is 
available. 
• No training or classes 
during the school year. 
1-800-552-9548 
Leedlng Marines Is one of the greatest 
challenges e person can choose to accept. To 
stand In front of the smartest, toughest, most 
eMe forces in the world, rank is not enough. 
Before you can say, 'Follow me," you must first 
develop InteSect, human understanding, and 
character to the point where you can Inspire 
other* to follow you. If you are reedy for e 
physical, mental, end leedership challenge U 
then this program might be for you. 
Guaranteed ground, pilot, flight officer 
and saw poeroone are available. 
Marines 
The Few. The Proud. 
.S. Marine Officer Programs 
Captain B.G. MITCHELL 
100 Arbor Oak Drive, Suite 106A 
Ashland, Va 23235 
MltchellBOQ4mcd.uamc.mll 
• You don't leam 
leadership, you live It. 
• Push yourself to the 
limit. Then take It even 
further. 
•Thia in not R.O.T.C, It 
Is the primary source 
of all Marine Officers. 
www.MARINEOFFICER.com 
The U.S. Marine Corps offers programs for 
undergraduatee and graduates that allow 
you to get started now on mastering the srt of 
leadership and eemlng a commission as a 
Marine Officer. They're called: 
PLC and OCC 
Find out if you have whet it takes. Cell or email 
tor en appointment 
Please contact our offlct for further 
information or to set up an 
interview. 
